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Introduction 
The Essence .2!_ Eugene O'Neill' s Dramatic Theory 
Eugene O' Neill writes in a latter to A:rthlll'.' Hobson Quin: 
"To be cal ed a 'sordid realist ' one day, a 'grim pessimistic 
naturalist ' the ne:,,.--t , a 'lying m ral row.a ticist' the next, and 
so forth i s quite perplexing--not to add the Tines Edi.torial 
t hat settled ' Desire' cnce and for all by celli ne; it ' neo-
primitive ', a lliati sse of tte drama , a s it ~ere ! So I'm really 
longing to e:x.J)lain and try and convince some sympathetic e a r 
·that I have tried to ke 1eyself a m l ting pot for all these 
methods, seeing some virtue tor my ends in each of them and 
thereby, i f there i enough real fire i n me, oiled d wn to 
my own technique . .. 1 
O'Nei 1 ob i ously atten~ t s IIi.kUlY fc~ sand his f inal achievement 
i s o~ th n a single conventional form of expre si . e find him 
blendi g re lism with mystic i s~-: , s i n Desire; nat ·""alie.m with 
r ealicra, .s in ~ Christie; mysticism wit h sy:m.bolis , as in 
Lnze.rus Laughed ; sy::nbolis 1 •11 t h rcm'lnt 1 c1sr:::. , as in ~ Fountain; 
and so on. s a result , e have a cornpli ca ted, but ried and 
inter sting orrr. that no 0the r r, s ti st of the day equals . I n 
nearly every pl ay we see a different method tri ed and executed. 
Eugene 0 ',Teill is never static , each :pl ay carries him up one more 
:rung on the ladder of experimont . What for; or e . ression is a t the 
top or t he l adder? Prob~bly O' Neill hirrself doesn't kuow. However, 
in this t hesis, I wi 1 u se the term Expressionism t o indicate tha t 
fin l form of technique that is soi div1.dually O' No i ll ' s . Expressionism 
has been apDlied to O'Ne ill by Grace L:\nshutz. 
l. Al·thu:r Hobson Q.ui n , Ilistory £!. ~ Am.G:.-ican Dra.na, 
Vol. 2 , p . 199 . 
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"If Expressionism . y be takEin to mean untra.mneled presentation 
of the author's vision or t he spirit of man,--a presentation 
h.i;Bdere d neit er· by t e traditional technique which demands 
adherence to surface rea.11 ty, nor by the ultra-modern technique 
which rep d.ia.t s ~ 11 t y- -then the plsys of ugene O' Neill are 
eXJ)ressioni stic."~ 
Also , Kenneth McGowan , emmi.nent author, :producer ana critic, and 
Robert Edmond Jones, stage designer, call hi an :xpressio:n.ist . 
0 l!~xpres• ion i st pl ,ywri g.:ts ha re al;rea.c:r ah 1rn this conclusively 
enough; wJi tne es Eu cn.o C' Ioi 1 ' , The Hairy /\pa. n3 
Sh l on CheltOY JS up O ' lloU ~ 'a reputatfon n these words : 
"Ame1·icn's one i ntern tiona ly knet•n -playv:,':'..'ight, Eus;Ane O'Neill, 
is significant f or his a ch iover-ifjnt i 1 lifting American drama 
out of a p e~ pro vi. ~ial or refle c t ve ac vity { as viewed 
fro· Eu.rope} ; and as t ho onf, English v'l.~' ting dr r:J11t ist who has 
mado e:xp1•esoiou:lsm a broadly successful !OOd .• • • Dut O'Neill is 
a :ph 1 ome on beca se o orwhe ... e he ha chall~need th attentions 
of tht) o \irho ar watching for t .e drarnstist original enough and 
ble onough to r estore the theatr- t o its ol d eminonce and its 
olcl fr edo 1... He res (1. re::tlist f 1.rst, with a ke · n selective 
se, se and. a nce tim0 s an uncanny ~ k for the r ev ali... g un-
ploas&11t wore. ; r!.lld. ·t is not yr;i, clc~ t:b. t he i t o transcend 
,oalism i n an~' cro t ~-:ay ; b 1t in 'The Emper l' Jones , The Hairy 
~' a.ad Lazarus Laughed, he th.re , off the c hains of imitativeness 
and wi ' ened t he expr ,Bnivenens of o r Et g • He cUd th is with 
viola ce and speed and pilod-u~ e,1.0ticn rather t b. n '11th serenity 
und depth; , o ro ( over the ld r f:;.d ties of 1.-mll- de-play 
dial!lnturgy, t':1thout oven 1Jt1gg :::ti g a n~w pla~ - structure with p ositive 
virt..ies , '.l.tilizi , c, fo st:!.11 jerky "nd unf" '.ni- heJ; but he 
moved au ioncos , tJ. ith a no,1 t hri '1, s f-resh revel ation, with 
theatrical directness. That is about al nyone hao done 
toward tt.e form ot play wri tine tt.ut 1.s to t e. e t he stages ot 
the ~crld ' e f~er Rbalig '" 4 
1Iho.t is Exp_e s:..o isn? irs t f 11 , t t is a e r term, 
huving had sienificanco only since t e Wo ld i·nr . It is a groping 
2. '1r3.ce Anshut"', ~ Drsm , April 1926. 
3. r.:onrteth ?!cG01,.an-11ob rt Ednond .Tones, Continental Stage-
craft, p. 21. 
4 . Sheldon Cheney, The T~eatre, p ~ 513 . 
word, an effort to describe art '8fter realism.' Sheldon Cheney 
says: 
"J:xoressionism... me ns nB.ny things to r.iany people , ••• 
du~ t the c llil1J.On cunf ion i n art turminology. For ma 
:b::r..:;pressioaism includ s _ill t 10:::.e ~tho-~ tha. t ~ ~ 
g1•eate1• inte.tl.Bifica·ilion of di:&ma.tic e111vti~ to groato:r 
the&trical eA1)ressive:,utiss, as a.gaioot those that are 
designed. to ·ili.tat~ 11'e wH. h r ithfuLdetail, r.at give 
ba.c · an i ' tei•esting 1.-ep.rese11tirtion of actualit}. Li e the 
13slonist -:,aiuter, :~.o is less int<:, ested ir. t h · 
actualit of t~o object t i n sooe essential qua ity of 
&tr ·01.ui•al l utl1 • e bu.. iville · .i it, <ind t - en in o 1·css-
ing hit! o e,11o·tions o· Ol.' t ,,,:t, · ..id fin lly ill ·,· r&ppi:ug all 
h' t, i n o.u;.e o t ,)f creative 'form' that capitalizes and 
it nsifi s all the p ticular valu~s f paint and canvas; 
so t he a st e director tries to foster an inner truth 
or 4.uali t;l v r ythm th t is in Lue poet's scr lpt , by 
·· t nw.. r '1,h(.;r t~ ati ve roo&. 1 , t:.11J.d by u•ii.lzing 
ThOill:.iS C ra v0_ ~.;--r ~ • u-..., • 
hi tolong o trP t · ge . " 
tt: .-:. but u , · "tf. ·re<;; lo f· i sillf;ile; <iU.L' contacts with 
oo,;ur·c-- facts of t h · i &i"ble wo:i.'ld--foi· c 'be:lii~e 
p.1.:i.·po .... t:: o 1.m.l::-e r to. than u· ;'J amount u learning or 
t :i.'atitio 11 k.r.O\"il ·u. e . ;:,. gu in.& iLi,J:i.ght .ui.to the 
wo .. ,: of over~, dt'I.' e •• ~rience , 1 t is posslole for the 
L1:r· ist to d · S}_,ense vri 1 ld O!'E,..<i u to C!'t>t:.. c di 
t rust Leg to t~~ I' 11 c,f S"u.ch i . uls(jf.l as :i.' 11 1~ en-
tlons . Co v.ork.i.i:.g, ~ ·· ' t:i.. "'t j.?,evita bl.y prod ne · 
f r 11n . n7 
Grace .L.n 1.ut · \\Ti tc:; : "·" s tudy o f t. pla ·s, ·! ieu ave 
pr bSion.ietic, yialt\s the suggestion tua ,;heir 
d :nnat i ng quality is cop asis of the inner life ·. :..in t e surface 
action. " C 1.. itil' .1" . Ho. cl1 s ys ; "Th conceutrution is e:ve:cywhere 
5. Italics ar in. 
6. Sh~ldon C ~ney, Stage De oration, Chap. X, p. 99. 
7. Tho1; El Craven, ~1:!!. Art , p. 225. (Italics aro mine) 
e. Grace Anshutz, ~ Drrum, April 1'32G. 
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directed on the state of mind, not on the externals of form and 
finish. If the quickening of the vision into the flesh and blood 
of life can be accomplished most e,ffeotively through violence, 
the expressionist is little concerned as to what he violates, 
even if it is good taste."9 .And again: ttExternals are often 
enough a mask tor realities much more real. It is the function 
of a poet, especially if he is an expressionist, to tear away 
the mask, to wrest nature's last secret from her and reveal her 
in nakedness complete. The realist's revelations of essential 
spiritual truth, when he achieved it were the reflex of the 
corporeal a ctual reality depicted . The expressionist seeks to 
depict this spiritual reality direct. Discarding the incidental 
in phenomena entirely, or almost entirely, in many cases, he 
concentrates upon the essence of it, and the more completely and 
audaciously he does this , the more expressionis t he is or hopes to 
be.ttlO Also: "In t he dramas of the expressionists, elaborate 
characterization gives way to incarnation of the compelling, . 
demonic essence of t he ego. States and processes ot mind and of 
emotion, complezes of t he ego, becorne corporeal and literally 
articulate . Forces that war within the ego assumB visible shapes 
and the stage becomes the progressively changing state of mind. 
The emphas i s throughout is on mind, not m.atter."ll 
9. Edward F. Hauch, .!h!_ Drama, vol. 16, p . 126. 
10. Edward F. Hauch, The Drama, january 1926, p . 126 
11. Ibid. 
-
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Finally, hat Cheney has to say seems particularly applicable 
to O'Neill: 
"Expressionism, in the larger sense, means expression of the 
artist's emotion rather than the depiction of the object 
e:x:cit-ing it; means emphasis on 'form' rather than on 
observed fact, escape from the limitation of what can be 
seen with the eye; means intensification, not portrayal 
of life; means pxesentative as against representative 
production, with consequent shift of emphasis (in the 
theatre), to creative use of the characteristic Danings 
of t he stage art, to movement, color, lighting, acting, 
as well as words and their •meaning'; means usually the 
violation of actua.liti, the piling-up ot emotionally 
effective incident . nl~ 
Al t hough expressionism seems to descri be O'Neill' s ul tima.te 
literary style, it is interesting to read some ot his own state-
~nts concerning his dramatic composition. In an interview with 
s. J. i oolf, 0' eill says: 
"Up to a comparatively short time ago, as late as the ti.me 
when Clyde Fitch and his school were popular, tor three 
acts an author would build up a thesis and then in tbe 
fourth act proceed to knock over what he had constrilcted. 
The managers telt that they know what t he public would 
accept and the plays had to conform to their ideas. The 
very tact that I was brought up in the t heatre ma.de roe 
hate this artiticiality and this slavish acceptance or 
these traditions.ttl3 
Again he says: 
"I want to get down in words what people think and rel 
without relying upon the si~ler method of using 
suggested silences. I want to find a way to make them 
say it in the rhythm of this country."14 
12. Sheldon Cheney,~ Theatre, p . 512. 
13. s . J. Woolf, New York Times magazine, Oct. 4, 1931. 
14. Ibid. 
O'Neill further illumines the i dea of hi s technique in 
his note No. 9: 
"Use ~very neana to gain added depth and scope--can 
always cut what's unnecessary afterwards--and write 
seoond draft using halt masks and a n interlude technique 
(co binations Lazarus and Interlude) and see what can 
be gotten out of that--think these will aid me to get 
Just the right ettect--must get more distance and 
perspective--more sense of fate--more sense of the 
unreal behind what we call reality which is the real 
reality! Tho unrealistic truth wearing t he mask of 
lying reality! That is the right reeling for this 
trilogy if I can only catch it.~15 
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This g ives us so~ idea ot how O'Neill sets about to gain 
the intensity ot mood that is characteristic of all his plays. 
ie see him achieve his artistic aims rather by emotional t han 
by imitative means . He is artist enough to include in his 
technique any device ancient or modern that fits his need. He 
i s concerned with the totality of et-feet, and hether the play 
demands real.ism or expressionism, he is versatile enough as a 
craftsr n to use t he instruments best suited for e ach p rtieular 
play-mood. 'Our foremost playwright (O'Neill) is still on 
experinent bent-experi>ent is the life-blood of the t heatre, 
Just as of t he other arts. But t heatrical experiment is more 
costly, requires &reater vision, broader confidence, than in the 
other arts."16 
The Theatre Guild, New York City , has beco. e t he logical 
laboratory for O'NeUl's experi nting. He always knows t 
15. Sophus Keith Winther , Eugene O'Neill, p . 247. 
16. 011 ver N. Sayler, !!!!, Saturday Review 2f_ Literature, 
Feb. 11, 1928. 
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he wants, and if he uses a radical device it is to achieve his 
artistic aims, clearly coneeived in his mind, but not always 
conceived in the a~ce:pted form. 0 'Neill's literary standards 
force him to discard t he stereotyped and either borrow from 
Aeschylus and Shakespeare or create a new form altogether. He 
is true to his inspiration, which must be expressed as he 
conceived it . His unusual forms are not for the sake of 
exploitation. 
Eugene O'Neill's dramatic purpose is to convey to his 
audienee an intensity .2f mood,. His plays are enveloped in a 
tonal unity, a complete concentration on the inward t heme . He 
accomplishes his dramatic purpose,even if he appears technically 
iconoclastic. His artistic integrity does not permit him to 
cling to an outgrown m:>de, and it is fortunate that he has the 
courage and inventiveness to clothe his ideas in appropriate 
dress. He never considers the actability of his plays. He writes 
them as he sees them, and hopes that our limited modern theatre 
can handle t hem. Why should we impose limits on our playwrights 
because of limits in our theatres? O'Neill has "never consciously 
considered whether a play could or could not be effectively staged."17 
~uin's sumnary of O'Neill's technique seams to me to be the 
most complete. 
"His (O'Neill's) audiences listen spell bound while he 
violates with success t he so-called l aws of dramatic 
technique. The unities of space and time go by the board, 
17. Theatre ~ Monthly, Nov. 1931 
even the mechanical unity of action vanishes as it did at 
the touch of the great Elizabethans, but for these Mr . 
O'Neill has substitute a higher unity of aetion , which 
might perhaps better be called a unity ,.2! 1:nwression . 
This unity is gained through the power of the dramatist 
to fuse all the 'utterances and objects of the stage,' 
by the aid of sympathetic actors , into the expression of 
the-motive the dramatist wishes to convey.nlS 
Eugene O'Ne~ll has mdo of himself a nelting pot, blending 
all forms of expression into a unique and lucid dramatic style 
through which he portrays moods--sometimes tragic, sometimes 
comic, many times horrible , but always, I believe, intense, 
convinci ng , and artistic . 
The problem of this t hesi s is to analyze the technical 
devices O'Neill uses to a chieve this intensity of mood , this 
tonal unity of effect that is t he distinguishing characteristic 
of his thirty- six plays. 
18. rthur Hobson Quin, Contemporary Plays, p . 124. 
a 
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Chapter I 
Form of Eugene O'Neill's Plays 
O' oill's intensity of' mood is partly achieved through the 
form of the play itself . just as the sonnet is bast adjusted to 
serve as tta moment'J monument" and the epic bes,; eXJ>resses sublime 
national idealism, so 0'Na1ll's play length harmonizes with the 
mood of each play . A study of his apprentice plays shows his 
st.riving for t his harmony; the mature plays how him sing it with 
mastery, and even intensifying its effectiveness by the use of 
subsidiary a.evices of form like the monologue and the aside . 
A brief history of his apprentice years will show his various 
atte:mpts- -some times fairly successful, but oftenti es not--at 
adjusting the harmony of his mood and play structure . In 191!3, 
~ueene O' Neill, after six months in a sanitarium for tuberculosis, 
decided he ould attempt a literary career and put his resolutions 
into the form of a one- act play called A llli .!2E_ Life . It was 
written for the vaudeville stage, and he considers it the worst 
t hing he has ever done. It was destroyed . The first play he 
preserved was ~ t eb, which was printed in a volume called Thirst, 
1n 1914. By this time O'Neill had definitely started on his 
apprentice group of one- act plays that launch his career as a 
dramatist . In the volume Thirst, we also find Recklessness , 
Warnings, and Fog . Soon after this he atteriJPted a long play and 
finished it, Bread and Butter, but destroyed tt. The extant pl ays 
of this first group have sorae i ntimations of originality , but 
they are melodrama.tic, exaggerated and rhetorical . 
10 
Later, in 1914, he wrote another full-length play, Servitude, 
in t hree acts, but he destroyed this also. Already he had set 
high standards for himself . Finally, he wrote the one mature play 
of his appr entice years , Bound ~ f r Cardiff . Then fol lowed a 
few more disappointins ones that "-ere later destroyed. Among these 
were , ~~Doctor, one act, and~ Second Engineer, three acts, 
.so~~times c lled ~Personal Equation . In 1915 appeared the one-
acts A Knock ~~Door, The Sniper, and Belshazzar, a biblical 
pl ay in six scenes, written in collaboration with a classmate, 
Colin ord , at Harvard . These were also repudiated . In 1916 he 
wrote eight one-acts and one long play. He destroyed ~ Movie Many 
Atrocit y, The G. A. M., and ~ 1 ~ You, three acts . In t 1ese four 
he a ttempted broad comedy techniqu , but apparently gave it up 
f or once and all, v 1th t he exception of_&, 'J ildernessl Of the 
plays that remain of the 1916 group, we have Before Breakfast, 
~' ~ ~ ~, ~~Voyage Hone , and ~ !EE_ of ~ 
Caribbees. 
In 191? O'l~eill wrote no plays , only one short story, Tomorrow, 
and in 1918 he finally wrote his first long play to reach production, 
Beyond~ Horizon. T -o one-acts of 191? were relegated to the 
v,astobasket , .'.!'.!ll_ _!. Meet, and Shell-Shock, but 1'E2. Rope , 1!:!. 
Dre~ lli, and "ihere t he Cross _!E. ~ , were written, acted and 
published . Two of t hese were later enlarged into longer forms . 
The Dr e Kid:. gaw him the idea for All God 's Chillun ~ v ings, 
and Where ~Cross~ Made , for~. In 1919 e wrote three 
more one- acts that he destroyed , Honor Arnong ~ BradleJ{S , The 
11 
Trumpet, and Exorcism. Also in 1919 he wrote Chris Christopherson 
which was finally to be republished into~ Christie . With Chris 
Christopherson his one-act period ,;as definitely closed. 
At this point in his development as a dramatist, O'Neill 
felt that the one-act form was too limited for his ideas of 
intensity of i~ressionism. He was diss tisfiod with t.~e length 
of these apprentice plays and already dreamed of such plays as 
Emperor Jones, Strange Interlude, and Mourning Becomes Electra. 
He now knew that he must suit the length of the play to the 
urgency of the play•s at~osphore and tonal quality . Surely some 
of these thoughts were obsessing him as he made this comment : 
nr run no longer interested in the one-act play . It is an 
unse_ti fuctory forn--cannot go far onough. The one-act 
play, however, is a fine vehicle for something poetical, 
for someth i ng spiritual in feelinf.; that cannot be carried 
through a long play . ttl 
The~, see~~ to be particularly dissatisfying. It 
provoked this comment from the av-a.kening artist. "It is a 
situation drama lacking i n all spiritual import ••• there is no 
2 big feeling for life inspiring it." 
Definitely he was consciously striving for that hidden inner 
truth, that quality of atmospheric unity that he was trying to 
fit into proper forms. In the following letter he shows that he 
was beginning to see intimations of what he vms after--that inner 
tonal intensity sowing the mood f t he play itself. 
1. Barratt Clark, Eucene O '~Jeill, p. "76. ( "'a.ken fron;. !Jew York 
Herald Tribune, November 16, 1924.) 
2. ~- . p . 98 
" ••• Whereas , ~~of~ Cari bees, for example--
(My favorite)--is distinctively my own . The spirit of 
the sea--a big thing--is in this l atter play the hero . 
While I n the Zone might have happened jut as wall, it 
less picturesquely, in a boarding house of IID.lnition 
workers. Let me illustrate by a concrete example what 
I am trying to get at . Smitty in the stuffy, grease- paint 
atmosphere of In the Zone is magnified into a . hero ho 
attracts our sentilnentalsympathy . In~~. posed 
against a background of t hat beauty, and because it is 
eternal. which is one of the revea ling moods of the sea's 
truth, his silhouetted gestures of self-pity are reduced 
to their proper insignificance, his thin hine of weakness 
is lost in the silence which it was mean enough to disturb, 
we get the perspective to judge him--and the others--and 
we find his sentimental posing much more out of har.:nony 
wit truth, much less in tune with beauty, than the honest 
vulgarity of his mates . To me The Moon works with truth, 
and Beyond ~ Horizon also , while In t e Zone substitutes 
theatrical sentimentalism. I will say nothing of the 
worth of the method used in t he t~ o s hor t plays save that 
I eonsider I n the Zone a conventional con truction of the 
----th e.tre a it is, und Tle Moon an attomrt to ac i eve a 
high plane of bigger, fiiier'"vilue~ . But I hope to have 11 
tr.is o t •i th you ,,,hen vrn meet . Perh :rs I can explain the 
nature of my feeline for the impelling, inscrutable forces 
behind lif r.hich it is ~' am.bi tion to at lea t feintly 
shadow at their ·ork i n my plays . n3 
12 
In~~ Ef the Cari bees O' Neill successfull• strove tor 
ad finite tonal unity . He struck a certain at ospheric note and 
.maintained it throughout. It was ootic in conception, even 
though i t was not so skillfully done as scree of his l ater plays . 
I n it he used one of his favorite the:mas--man povrerless in the 
presence of nature. He suggested the loneline~o of a pitiful 
uman against t he ronantic beauty of t he background suggested in 
the title. I t is just a fragment , but enough for us to sense the 
impression that O'Neill had in mini, ad it is long enough to l et 
us eense t he tonal unity O' Neill felt •me e conce ive it . He 
said The Moon 2:£ the Caribees was bis "First re 1 brea.l~ with theatrical 
3 . 1E.!!!, pp . 82 , 83 . 
13 
tradition. Once I had taken this initial step, other plays followed 
logically.4 
At this point in O'Neill's development, he started rewriting 
plays. He still believed 1n his original ideas but he became 
dissatisfied with t heir forms, so for a tew years he changed the 
forms of several or his one- act plays into forms ot various lengths 
in an ettort to adjust the :f'orm of his conceptions to the mood. The 
-
Rope, a one-act, was changed into Ditt'rent, a two-act. This is 
a significant play . It is rooted in uglinesss and yet a strong 
effective form of art is evolved from its idea. This seems to be 
the play that first expresses O'Neill 'a unique philosophy that 
"There is beauty e"Yen in its (life's) ugliness."5 
~ Dreanw fil, his last one-act, was expanded in All God's 
Ohillun ~ Wings, a two-act play with seven scenes; Where ~ Cross 
l! ~ was changed into the three-act play, ~ and Chris 
Christopherson into the highly improved three-act play, ~ 
Christie. In completing his rewritten plays, O'Neill converted 
four one-act sea plays, Bound ~ 12£. Cardiff, !h.!. ~ Voyage 
Home,. !!!! ~ of ~ Caribbees and The ~' into the S.S. Glencairn 
group. These plays were produced as a unit in 1926 by the 
Provineeto n Players. O'Neill seeimd to be convinced by this time 
that the unity of thought and atmosphere was a distinct necessity 
4. Ibid . , p. 84. 
5. .!E.!!•, p. 90. 
14 
to his technique. He telt that the mood of this group was intensified 
by unifying them. 
" • • • The individual plays are complete in themselves, yet 
the identity of the crew goes through the series and welds 
the f'our one-acts into a long play . I do not claim any 
originality, though, for the idea, as Sehnitzler has already 
done the same thing in Anatol, and doubtless others . ,.6 
All of this earliest group show originality, daring and 
intensity, but dramatic details of dialog, plot, and characterization 
are weak. Even in this earliest group, however, we sense his attempt 
to convey a unity of impression. He knew what he wanted to convey 
in the realistic one- acts, and we see him juggling realism with 
symbolism in a somewhat crude way, but we see that he already 
senses that realization of a deeper meaning of life than appears 
on the mere surface of actuality . 
Most of the one-acts are no longer interesting, but~~ 
of the Caribbees, Bound ~ !2E_ Cardiff, ~' and Before Breakfast 
definitely indicate the future O' Neill . He is already playing with 
certain devices to indicate feelings , moods and meanings that he 
teals must be shown. By 1919 the length of the play suggested very 
definitely the tonal mood of the play. He has a~justed torm to 
idea . However, he started to use this technique rather timidly and 
his first long plays were forged in the accepted form of the day . 
0 'Neill moved forward to the play of longer length in !!'!!. 
Emperor Jones . Ho ever, this i s considered a short play as its 
playing time is only an hour . Undoubtedly O'Neill felt that its 
6 . ~ - , pp. 92, 93. 
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' intensity of mood and situation, with its ever increasing element 
of fear, would be unbearable if carried too far. Hence its eight 
short scenes are all that are required to develop its tonal unity. 
George P . Baker says that O'lfoill, ":feeling here the need of a 
freer form than the three-act or four-act play, ••• turns to 
scenes and begins to substitute suggestions for photography. "7 
Ditf'rent is short also, being written in two-acts. The intensity 
of the mood which shows the disillusionment of Emma is stift and cruel 
and the ending or suicide comas quickly. However, O'Neill very 
soon turned from this short form. It is appropr iate for The 
Emperor Jones and Di:ft'rent, but he was beginning to dream 
bigger and longer dreams that would necessitate longer forms. 
He t hen shifts to the conventional length of stage tradition. 
Beyond ~ Horizon is in three-acts. .TI!!, Hairy Ape is an average 
length play; however, it is broken up in short, swift scenes, 
suggesting t he class differences that O'Neill so vividly portrays. 
~ First ~ is anothel" play molded in the convention form. 
~ Christie brought with it several problems of construction, 
but O'Neill seems to have thought the three-act form was copious 
enough to handle its turbulent moods of regeneration. Even Desi.re 
Under~ Elms is writt en in the ordinary pattern as tar as form 
is concerned. 
By 1924 O'Neill eioorged as the mature artist with very 
definite ideas of his own on play construction and length. 
7. George P . Baker, Yale Review, July 1926, pp. 789-92 
"Up to a comparatively short time ago, as late as the time when 
Clyde Fitch and his school were popular, for three acts an 
author would build up a thesis and then in the fourth act 
proceed to knock over v,hat he had constructed . The managers 
felt that they knew what the public would accept, and the 
plays had to conform to their ideas. The very fact that I 
was brought up in the theatre made me hate this artificiality 
and this slavish acceptance of these traditions."8 
So he decided, whether the producers approved or not, to write 
his next plays in his own way. Marco 1-lillions was conceived as a 
great satirical pageant . O'Neill looks at the orient through the 
eyes of a esterner and attempts to give a survey of the underlying 
differences between East and West . No wonder he first thought of it 
as a play consuming two nights. Finally, however, he condensed it 
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to its present version of one long evening's play--(but probably his 
first impulse was right, as it is universally criticized as being 
too long?) It is an enormous theme, a satire on modern western 
civilization with an Eastern background, and it cannot be briefly 
told . O'Neill realized this and did not try to compress it. 
His next long play was Lazarus Laughed, in which he allowed 
neither convention nor the modern theatre to limit his ideas. He 
created scene after scene with no regar d for time or the scenic 
designer . He ha.d in mind only the grandeur of his theme and he expressed it 
in the play length which seemed appropriate to him. Strange Interlude 
was a continuation of this same lengthening of play structure . When 
it was produced in 1926, critics thought it would be preposterous for 
a play to run continuously for a matinee and a night performance. 
O'Neill felt, however, that he could not portray this subtle study of 
8. Eugene O'Neill, New !2!:!, Times Magazine, A:pril 15 , 1931. 
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duplicity in the ordinary three-act play . Consequently he used as 
many acts as he needed to express the tonal impressionism of this 
novelistic play. " ••• And why not?" he said. "Everything is a matter 
of convent ion. If v; e accept one, why not another, as long as 1 t 
does wbat it's intended to do?"9 
Mourning Becomes Electra is the most extraordinary play O'Neill 
has written . He borror,ed the tragic tale of Agame1111on ,Clytemnestra, 
restes. and Electra.. 0 ' Neill has wr1 tten it into three full length 
plays comprised of The Homecoming , ~ Hunted, and!!!_~ Haunted . 
lle felt that the magnitude of the tragic mood of the play could not 
be achieved in one evening. He could not show the fear, terror and 
retribution of the Jm.nnons in an ordinary play, so he made this one 
literally three evenings long. Stark Young, Arthur Hobson Quinn, 
john Corbin, and other critics agree that this is O'Neill finest 
worA. Would it have been if it had been compressed into the 
conventional form? 
O'Neill is no engaged in writing an octology. It ;ill cover 
a consider ble period of american history and will concern itself 
~ 
with several generations of the same family. What will be the mood 
of this gigantic undertaking? On and on O'Neill goes from one form 
to anot her, never looking back, but eo times bringing soma earlier 
technique to add to his conceived dramatic theme. Each play is a 
definite contribution. Each play is a unit in itselt. It is complete 
in that O'Neill brings all the power and arti stic v~lue he has to 
9. Barrett Clark, Eugene O'Neill, p. 171. 
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make it a complete tonal picture. Every device he uses is used with 
the purpose to push the conception to its tot 1 impressionism. 
O'Neill uses additional devices to achieve t his appro~riateness 
of tonal unity. Besides t he actual pl ay length and form he uses 
internal device t h~t serv t he same purpose. His use of t he dramatic 
monologue, soliloquy, asides and alternation of scenes is expert. These 
devices further the moodal i ntensity of his plays. 
In Before Breakfast we have his first attempt at t he dramatic 
monologue. The entire play is one long soliloquy--a tragic monologue. 
All of t he action is subordinate to the futility expressed by Mrs. 
Rowland. Every shade of darkness if used in t his nologue--from the 
hopelessness of an unsuccessful marriage and of drunkenness to death 
itself. This device ls very effective in this play, as after all, the 
human soul is alone in the face of great trials. Even if surrounded 
with people, the person involved feels this isolation that the 
soliloquy suggests. 
Before Breakfast was an apprentice play which helped O'Neill 
establish his technique of t he dramat ic monologue. He reached its 
full express i on in The Emperor Jones. This is the story of a primitive 
who has acquired some of the false veneer of civilization and who is 
reduced through fear to ultimate destruction. Here t he soliloquy is 
the nost effective form of technique, as once again this soul is alone 
in his terror, lost in t he forest of dark doubts and fears . No one 
can help him. He is alone and this device of soliloquy is a very 
genuine touch of realism. It helps emphasize the struggle that is 
going on wi thin one individual consciousness that is overwhelmed by 
the "strong medicine" or primitive fears. 
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~Hairy Ape, that relentless picture of a one-sided 
civilization, shows through the aside and soliloquy, tho struggle 
that goes on in Yank's soul . His impassioned plea for understanding 
and his wondering why he doesn't "belong11 could not be expressed in 
any other way . The aside here brings out again Yank's very aloneness 
in a society that is not only antagonistic but also deaf to hie 
pl as . 
In Strange Interlude O'Neill uses the aside and soliloquy with 
greatest subtlety. Here tho use i s psychological. O'Neill becomes 
entirely absorbed in the libido of his subjects until the actual 
realistic world of Nina and her associates disappears and that 
strruigo , unr al (yet the only real) world of the subconscious 
appears to tbe audience. The aside 1s one of O'Neill's most 
startling devices . Yet if the audience accepts it for what it is, 
it becomes interesting, revealing, and intensely dramatic. After 
all, lhat a person actually and realistically says is only a small 
portion of the truth. What other device could have given us the 
soul of Nina? True , it is ral.hor like dissecting a soul under a 
microscope , and perhaps 1 suggests t he scalpel of cold science, yet 
as a revealin~ style it is superb . One feels that O'Neill bore 
the a cho.racters no hUllldn love, thc,.t he was interested in them 
rely for the aake of vivi secting their poor human souls . It is 
play that deals very definitely wit those hidden reasons for 
conduct, ar. 6 1N0ill clearl, concisely, through t,~ aside shows 
his audience why. After one sees this play, life becomes more 
understandable, because these people's ideas, reasons and tee lings 
have become art i cul at·e . 
Of course, the aside is an artificial device, but when mne goes 
to tbe theatre he is supposed to take his imagination with him. If 
he is intelligent he can instantly adjust himself to the fact that 
an aside is what the actor is thinking. How else could this 
i mportant part of life be presented on the stage? 
O'Neill seems to sense the aloneness of humanity. He shows 
through the aside that after all life is an individual struggle 
that goes on within each heart and O'Neill's use of this 'v0ice within' 
suggests this internal thinking better than any other device. 
b?s . Rowland , Emperor .Tones, Yank and Nina bare their souls with 
the aid of the aside and the soliloquy. 
His device of alternating scenes to suggest a definite mood 
was first attempted 1n Beyond ~Horizon. The scenes are alternately 
laid out-of-doors and within the farm house. O'Neill says of this 
device: 
"They have all accused me of bungling through ignorance--
whereas , if I had wanted to, I could have laid the whole 
play in the farm interior, and made it tight as a drum, 
a. la. Pinero. Then, too, I should iI:Jagine the syubolism 
I intended to convey by the alter:nating scenes would be 
pparent even from a glance at the program."10 
Barrett ClarA adds: 
"After all , thore was noting strikingly novel in this 
division of each act into t wo scenes, one act indoors 
n d out-of-doors ; it Tas a simple way of suggesting a 
tide-like rhythm in the line s of the characters. Even 
in thi o first of his long plays O'Neill was striving for 
new methods of expression. nll 
10. ill!·, p . 96 . 
11. Ibid., p . 97. 
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O'Neill also uses this same device in All God's Chillun Got 
Wings . This sudden shifting of quick, short scenes helps to 
intensify the feeling of racial differences and to draw the 
audiences attention to t ho racial differences of fears, feelings 
and education. 
So through the history of O' Neill 's plays we find. him adjust-
ing the form to the mood. This part of his technique gives his 
public the numerous and varied play lengths that after all do 
intensify t e idea that is being portrayed. It is not that O'Neill 
wants new forms, but that he is after the form that will exnress 
his ideas most nrtistically. His use of the dramatic monologue, 
soliloquy, aside and scene alternation further aids him in giving 
appropriate dress to his characters and situations. The vehicle 
ainu;>ly serves him as a means to express that intensity of mood that 
each play of his captures. The forn1 of the play must fit the mood 
that O' Neill is striving to portray. He sums it up in t his way: 
"When you read Beyond~ Horizon you remarked about it 
boing an int~resting technical experiment! Why is it, 
I wonder, that not one other critic has given me credit 
for a deliberate departure i n form in search or a greater 
flex1bility?"l2 
12. Ibid., p . 97. 
Chapter II 
Tonal Movement and Action 
In Chapter One, O'Neill definitely attempts to set the 
outside structure of size and form of his various plots to th~ 
ki nd of impressionism that he has 1n mind . In this chapter, 
I shall try to show that af ter planning his play to the 
particular length and outside proportion he needs, O' Neill then 
turns to the working out of definite patterns of internal 
movements and actions that not only definitely lend themselves 
to the atmosphere of the piece, but also add to its tonal 
intensity . I shall divide these devices into. first, pa tomime, 
second: unusl.Rl groupings, and third , chorus and dancing. 
O'Neill's obvious use of pantomime in the opening scenes of 
nearly all of his plays ahons how much value he places on the 
pantomimic in portraying his ideas. 
"To him (Eugene O'Neill} the first scene is important 
frou the very beginning . Thus instead of opening ~ith 
conversation it always begins wi t h son:e form ot pantomime 
thet is vital to the story, symbolic of the t heme , and 
impressive in itselt. "l 
I n the ordinary play the reader • ill soon see that !lll.lCh ot 
the story is set forth in the opening scene . This places the 
actor under heavy responsibility , as the first few minutes of 
the play are usually unsatisractory both to the act or and to the 
audience . By the time the audience has become adjusted to the 
play and the actors 1 voices, t he :first scene is over and many 
l. Sophus Keith Winther , I!.ugene O'Neill , p . 247 . 
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valuable plot-revealing lines are lost , to the detriment of the 
play ' s total effectiveness . O' Neill'a actual experience in the 
theatre taught hi m a valubble lesson. and oet of his plays open 
with revealing pantonrl.me rather than ,vit h inef fectual li.nes . 
A mos t effective use of opening pantomime makes sordid the 
realism of Before Dreak:f st . These are the opening directions : 
"Ars . Rowland enters frOill t he bedroom, y wning , her hands 
still busy putting t ho finishi ng touches on slovenly 
toilet by sticking ,airp i ns into her hair ~hich is bunched 
up i n a drab-colored mass on top of her round he a. . She is 
of medium height and inclined to a shapeless stoutness, 
accentua ted by her fo rmless bl ue dress , shabby and worn ••• 
"Se comes to the middle of the room and yawns, stretching 
her arms to their full length. er drm sy e, es stai·e abou,:; 
the roo with t he i rritat ed look of one to whom long sleep 
has not been a long rest. She goes wearily to ~he cloth~ o 
heni;ing on the r ight and takes a.n apron trom a hook. She 
ties it about her waist, givi ng vent to an exasp~rated 
"damn" when t he knot fa ils to obey her clumsy fin ers. 
Finally gets it tied and goes slowly to the gas stove and 
lights one burner . She fills the cotfee pot at t he sink 
and sets it over the flai'/¥3 . Then slumps down into a chair 
by the table and puts a hand over her fore head as i1' she were 
suffering from he dache . Suddenl y her face b ighten as 
though she had remembered something , and she casts a quick 
gl ance at the dish closet ; then looks sharpl y at the bedroom 
door nd l istens intently for a moment or so . 
"Mrs . Rowland. Alfred! Alfred ! You needn't pretend 
you ' re sleep . {Tl .. i3re is no reply t this f.::-011 tlle bedroom, 
and, reassured , she gets up from her chair and tiptoes 
cautiously to t ho dial •. 1 ~~t . Si.1e slo 1ly opens one doo , 
t aking great care to make no noise , an· slides out, from 
their hiding place behi d t he dishes , a bo t tle of Gordon 
gin and a glass. I n doing so she disturbs t he to~ dish, which 
rs.ttles a little . At t his sound s·.e starts guiltily and looks 
wit h s lky defiance at t he doon 1ay to tbe next room.) 
"After a pau"'e , during which she lis tens for any sound she 
takes t he g l ass and nours out a large drink and gulps i dovm; 
·thon hastil roturns tt. bottle a1 d tlass to their hioing 
pl a ce. She c loses t he closet door with the sare care as she 
had oponed it , and , J:;o .vix:.g a great si gh of relief, sinks 
down into her chuir again . The l a rge dose of alcohol she has 
tcken has an alrnost immedia.t ef:t'ect . Her feature become 
more anirrated , she seems to gather energy, and she looks at 
t ba bedrooill door with a hard , vindictive smile on her lips. 
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Her eyes glance quickly about the room and are fixed on a man's 
coat and vest which hang from a hook at right. She moves 
stealthily over to the open doorway and stands there, out of 
sight of anyone inside, listening for any movement ••• 
ttWith a swift movement she t akes the coat and vest from the 
hook and returns with them to her chair. She sits down and 
takes the various articles out of each pocket, but quickly 
puts them back again. At last, in the inside pocket of the 
vest, she finds a letter. 
"She opens the letter and reads it. At first her expression 
is one ot hatred and rage, but as she goes on to the end it 
changes to one of triumphant malignity. She remains in deep 
thought for a moment, staring before her, the letter in her 
hands, a cruel smile on her lips. Then she puts the letter 
back in the pocket of the vest, and still careful not to awaken 
the sleeper, hangs the clothes up again on the same hook, and 
goes to the bedroom door and looks 1n.tt2 
So, for DlB.Ily minutes after the curtain goes up, the audience 
sees nothing but pantomime, but we are already aware of what is 
going on. O'Neill has planted in strong, sad pantomime the 
frustration and maladjustment that ends in suicide. How much 
more subtle and telling than a long wordy scene in which Mrs . 
Rowland would have told her story verbally! 
In Beyond ~Horizon the pantomime is not so extensively used 
as in Before Breakfast, but it is just as striking. 
"The curtain rises and Robert Mayo is discovered sitting 
on the :fence... He is reading a book by the fading sunset 
light. He shuts this, keeping a finger in to mark the place, 
and turns his head toward the horizon, gazing out over the 
fields and hills. His lips move as if he were reciting some-
thing to himself . 
"His brother Andrew collJEl s along the road from the right, 
returning from his work in the fields ••• He stops to talk to 
Robert, leaning on the hoe he carries."3 
2 . Eugene O'Neill, Plays, (H. Liveright, pub.), pp . 245-6-7. 
3 . Ibid., pp . 15-16. 
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We already sense that Robert is an introvert, a d.reamer, a 
reader . Andrew in direct contrast is a farmer, a doer . He is an 
extrovert with no use for Robert's dreaming , and so the essence 
of the play is expressed in the opening pantomime . Beyond ~ 
Horizon is a story o:f duality, a theme that has always interested 
O'Neill . From the first pantomimic glimpses the t heme is 
apparent . 
In Bound ~ !.2!_ Carditf, the opening :pantomime consists of 
five men sitting on the benches on the forecastle of the British 
tramp steamer Glencairn. :Four men are smoking . Sitting on the 
top bunk in t he left foreground, a Norwegian , Paul, is softly playing 
on an old accordion. In the lower bunk is a man asleep . And with 
this pantomime the stage is set for one of O'Neill's most 
characteristic one-acts. 
In another of the Glencairn group, l!!., ~ ~ , 0 'Neill used 
elaborate pantomime as an introduction to the play : 
"Smitty turns slowly in his bunk and , leaning out over the 
side , looks from one to another of the men as if to assure 
himself that they are asleep. Then he climbs carefully 
out of his bunk and stands in the middle of the forecastle 
fully dressed, but in his stocking feet, glancing around 
him Sllspioiously. Reassured , he leans down a.nd cautiously 
pulls out a suit- case from under the bunks in front of him. 
rtJust at this moment Davis appears in the doorway, carrying 
a large steaming cotfee pot in his hand . He stops short 
when he sees Smitty. A puzzled expression con~s over his 
tace, followed by one of suspicion, and he retreats farther 
back in the alleyway , where he can watch Smitty without 
being seen. 
"All the latter's movements indicate a fear of discovery. 
Re takes out a small bunch ot keys and unlocks the suit-
case , making a slight noise as he does so . Scotty wakes 
up and peers at him over the side of the bunk . Smitty 
opens t he suit-case and truces out a small black tin box, 
carefUlly places this under his mattress, shoves the suit-
case back under the bunk, climbs into the bunk again, closes 
his eyes and begins to snore loudly. 
"Davis enters the forecastle, places the coftee-pot beside 
the lantern, and goes trom one to the other of the sleepers 
and shakes them vigorously... Sllli. tty yawns loudly w1 th a great 
pretense of having been dead asleep. All the rest of the 
men tumble out of their bunks, stretching and gaping, and 
com:nence to pull on their shoes. They go one by one to the 
cupboard near the open door, take out their cups and spoons, 
and sit down together on the benches . The coffee-pot is 
passed around . They munch their biscuits and sip their coffee 
in dull silence."4 
Also in The~ .2.f. ~ Caribees, ~ Lo~ Vozage ~' the 
other two plays ot' the Glencairn group the same opening device of 
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pantomime is used. The opening pantomime in this group indicates 
the &ecretiveness and other sensations that these men feel in the 
face of the sea. The loneliness is accentuated by O'Neill's use of 
a few pitiful remnants of mankind against the inexorable background 
of the sea. Even the rhythm of the tide is suggested. Surely the 
nautical background of the play is emphasized in these opening 
pantomimic scenes. 
Desire Under~~ opens wt th a character walking across the 
stage and ringing a bell--a simple device, but enough. 
ffTbis scene allowing time for the pantomime could be played 
in five minutes, yet in that brief time it has revealed a 
good deal about t he relationship of the three men. It has 
characterized the f a ther. It has ••• revealed t he dumb but 
deter.mi.nod rebellion of the t io oldest brothers, the fiercer 
spirit of the youngest and tho hatred as well as the fear 
that all three of them feel towards t heir f ather ."5 
At onco t he right note is sturck for this stern tragedy of 
puritan New England , which ,tia.ny critics consider O'Neill' s finest . 
After using pantomime to open his plays, O'Neill then continues 
its use as the plot unravels. After revealing the mood of play in 
this manner he continues to intensify this mood by a continued use 
5. Sophus Keith inther, .Q.E_ • .Qil., p. 253. 
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of pantomime throughout his plays . Many times only small instances 
of tonal move nt are used, but it is always placed with the idea 
of further developing the impressionism of the play. For incidental 
pantomime, the scene in fil God's Chillun Q2! Win~s in which Ella , 
t he white girl , and Jim the colored boy, meet and full in love with 
eacb other is a striking e·xample of O'Neill' s artistry in this field 
of expressioni sm. 
"{ ••• He {Jim) comes back to Ella, and stands beside her 
sheepishly, stepping on one fo ot after the other. Suddenly 
he blurts out) ••• 
"Jim. • • • Feel da t muscle ? 
"Ella . (does so gingerly--then with admiration} ••• 
"{ ••• Finally she takes his hand shyly. They both keep 
looking as far away from each other as possible) ••• "6 
"(They run away from each other--then stop abruptly, and 
turn as at a signal) ••• (She kisses her hand at him, then 
runs off in a frantic embarrassment) ."7 
Here we see the re'VUlsion and yet the irresistible attraction 
these two people feel tor each other and the mood is furthered and 
brought to a high pitch in this direction. 
"(Thia (scene) is broken by one startling, metallic clang ot 
the church-bell. As it it were a signal, people--i:oon, women, 
children--pour from the two tenements, whites from the 
tenements to the left, blacks from the one to the right . They 
hurry to form into two r acial lines on each side of the gate , 
right and unyieldine, staring across at each other with bitter 
hostile eyes. The halves or the big church door swing open 
and J'im and Ella step out from the darkness within into the 
sunlight. The doors slam behind them like wooden lips of an 
idol that has spat them out • They stand in the sunlight, 
shrinking and contused . All the hostile eyes are now 
concentrated on them. They become aware of tho two lines 
through which they must pass; they hesitate and tremble; then 
stand there staring back at the people as fixed and immovable 
6. Eugene O'Neill , Nine Plays, p . 93. 
7. Ibid., p . 95. 
as they are . The organ grinder comes in from the fight ••• 
(She tries to answer, but her lips trenwle ; she cannot take 
her eyes off the eyes of the people; she is unable to move . 
He sees this ••• } (Her eyes are fixed on the sky now . Her 
face is calm. She tries to smile bravely back at the sun. 
ow he pulls her by the hand, urging her gently to walk w1 th 
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him down. through the yard and gate, throueh the lines of people . } 
(They have reached the eurb no ·, :passed the lines of people . } 
(She is l ooking up to the sky with an expr ession of trancelike 
calm and peace. He is on the 8erge of collapse, his face 
twitching, his eyes s t aring} • '* 
Through this complicat ed t onal action the lines of r acial 
differences a.re clearly and distinctly drawn . It seems horrible, 
cruel and even incredible, but O' Neil l is not one to dodge the 
issue and see this situation through rose- colored glasses . 
The unity of the plot of Marco Millions is preserved through 
incidental pantomime which assumes the form of pageantry. The 
funeral cortege of the lovely Princess Kuknchin moves across 
the sta e, giving a startling and picturesque opening to the play. 
"Scene: sacred tree on a vast plain in Persia near the 
confines of India • • • (A merchant carrying in each hand a 
strapped box that resembles a modern sample case, plods 
wearily to t he foot or the tree . He puts the boxes down 
and takes out a handkerchief to mop his f ore ad ••• ) 
"(From the let't a llagian, a Persian, dressed in the f ashion 
of a trader, comes in. He carries a smal l , square bag ••• 
He and t he latter stare at each other, t hen bow perfunctorily. 
The Magian sets down his bag and wipes his brow. )"9 
This scene is t he prologue and after the play of satire on 
our west~rn methods of business and life , the play is brought to 
a close by a continuation of the prologue - - the funer al cortege 
reaches its destination with these stage directions: 
a. .lli_!. , pp . 110, 111. 
9 . ~. p . 126 . 
"(A Buddhist, a Kasbmiri traveling merchant comes in, 
puffing and sweating, from the right ... He stops on 
seeing them{the funeral cortege) . After eyeing him for 
an appraising second, the t wo bow and the Buddhist comes 
forward to set his pack beside the bags on the others)."lO 
" ( They g lare at each other i nsultingly, their hands on 
their daggers. Suddenly they hear a noise from the left. 
Their e yes at once are turned in that direction and, for-
getting personal animosities, they give a startled excla-
mation at what they see) • • • 
" (Thay prostrate themselves, their faces to the ground . 
A moment later, preceded by shouts , a cracking of whip, 
and the dull stamping of feet, a double file of thirty ~n 
of different ages, stripped to the waist, harnessed to each 
other 't aist-to-waist and to the long pol e of a two- wheeled 
wagon, st gger i n , straining forward undel' the l a shes of 
two soldiers who run beside the~ and the long whips of the 
Captain and a Corporal who are riding on the wagon, the 
Captain driving. As they reach the middle of the shade they 
stop. Lashed on the wagon ia a coffin covored with a white 
:pall) • •• 
"(He makes obeisance and prays to the tree as do the Soldiers. 
He gets up and takes a gulp of water--then , looking around, 
notices the three merchants--with startled surprise, drawing 
his sword) • • • 
"(The Christian goes to the wagon and gingerly pulls back the 
pall from the head of the eoffin~ then retreats with an 
exclamation as Kukaehin's face, that of a beautiful Tartar 
princess of twenty- three , is revealed inside the glass . Her 
calm expression seems to glow t.1.th t he intense peace of a life 
beyond death, the eyes !!ff shut as if she were asleep. The 
men stare fascinatedly . " 
"( Wi t h a great cracking of whips and shouts of pain t he wagon 
is pulled swiftly away . On the ground under the sacred tree 
t hree bodies lie in crum led heaps . " -
So t hr ;:mgh the pantomime of the brief prologue n.nd epilogu'3 
we see beauty pass by, unap.reci ated and unloved. Could this play 
have been pre·ented oore dramatically or appropriately? 
10 . Ibid . , pp . 211,212 . 
11 . ~ - , pp . 213 , 214, 215, 216. 
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In Strange Interlude the pantomime is more subtle. The play 
deals with woman's duplicity and the manner in which the three men 
of the play, Evans . rsden and Darrell react upon one another and 
upon Mina . The pantomime becomes extremely intense as the 
interlude is unfolded and O'Neill brings a thousand conflicts to a 
head with t he aid or subtle :pantomime in the following scene . 
"Nina. (suddenly wi t h a strange unnatural elat1on- -look1ng 
from one to the other with triumphant possession) Yes , 
you 're here , Charlie--always! And you, Sam- -and Ned ! {with 
a strange gai.ty) Sit down, all of you! ~.ake yourselves 
at home! You a~e my three men? This is your home with me! 
(Then in a strange half- hisper) Ssshh! I thought I heard 
the baby . {~echanically, the three sit down, careful to 
mak e no noise- -Evans in his old place by the table, Marsden 
at center, Darrell on the sofa at right . They ait staring 
before them in silence . Nina re:r;'.fJ.ins standing, dominating 
them, a little behind and to t he left of Ma.rsden} . "12 
"Nina. (more and. more strangely triumphant) My thr ee men ?.. 
I fee l their desires converge in me ? •• to fonn one com;plete 
beautiful male desire which I absorb • • and am whole ••• they 
dissolve in me, their life is my life ••• I am pregnant with 
the three : •• husband! •• lover? ••• father ! •• and the fourth man ! •• 
little man! ••• little Oordon! • • he i s mine too: •• • that makes 
it perfect! ••• ~13 
In this play the overtones are importan~ and the actual 
business of. t he play relatively unimportant . It is difficult 
from the actor's viewpoint . It lies in the realm of suggestion 
and the pantomime must be envisioned, not seen. 
In t he final scene t he eventual cycle is completed; Nina, 
', oman, has conquered all t hree men--Suw., the one t hat needed her; 
Darrell, her lover; and iarsden, the one that loved her protectingly. 
·!arsden finally claims her "to rot away in peace . " This tonal 
movement of Strange Interlude can be traced t hrough the violent 
12. ~ - , p . 614 . 
13. ~ . , p. 616 . 
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"( ••• S 1c 43e mis to the portioo-~nd then 'liurn stands 
for a 11. ottff and square-aboul rd. a~aring into t e 
s lig.t 1th fro-zen ey a. Seth l ns out o~ no win ow at 
the ricl t of t .& door ard pllU& tho shut.torn closed with 
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JUL 1'7 1937 rt1fie1 l tl er ot so-call d soci ty, ln this 1 . . . 
,.(Sh arts. t ms p ler, h r pose 1. c~lt.ng, ah shi ers 
with, i"ri&bt in spite of t blazing he t, but forces herself' 
t · leave th 1mt1neera and ta a. tcw st ps ne. rer the en. 
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pipes , ro st ring at Yan h lf- pprehe 
an outburst; halt- edly, "'if t ey sn 
tb t tickled them. nl9 
it f ring 
ao whe1"e 
. . . . . . . . .. . 
'tJp the a1<lo street Yank ar.&d Long cor- e "' ring. Long is 
d.reosed in shore elotho-, i,aa.:r a bl~ck ~.in.dsor tio , Cloth 
c p ... e:, be 1 .. t and t nd tog ther at t.h corner, 
awag~erin. lo~ in ~bout he~ with freed, dofiant conte- t . •20 
tho1r atte l})t..ed 
upariori ty an• lonf;ot" beha es pantomin!oally in this way: 
19. 
• 
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"(i{e turn 1n • r ; on t , r , bunpine vic1 i.l ty into the~, 
but not J rl'ine th m th lo Gt. bit . tber .. t 1.s h wbo 
roeoi ft rec~ co liaion) •• • 
~ ( Be 'b nd d :.n no f!rij)s t th t et curbing s if to 
pl ck it ou nd hurl it . follud 1n t ,ia , t.narling . t h 
don , ho 1 1,s to tho [?- :po~t o _ the corner nc tri es 
to pul 1 t, up f,n.· club . J'ust t thnt. ~nt a bus t s 
he d ~lilig up. fat . 1 h- hatte~ , patted gentleman 
runs fUll tilt 1 to tho bsndin, stra.1n1~ ~. who 1 
led off hl bo.l ee) • •• 
lank, (seeing tight-- 1th roar of Joy aa ho rings to 
hi re. t) •• (He lets drive a terr1tic awin • his ti t landi. 
rull on t te r t g n l t ac-e. Eu4- t e centle n sttlllds 
un::ov d e.a if 1 <>th1ng had happened) •• ,. 
tt (Hi cl '?S hi h. ru1 s tm.a be ~1n.s to ocroor.1) ... (a ny pol 1c• 
whi tlon ,shri l l out on the inet nt and hole plato~n of 
pol1c l'6 :t"..i.Sb in o Ynm fr01:1 l etde • lie tx 1e to t'igh 
but 1s clu:..-t>ed to tu p v .:... nt nd frtllen upon. 1 er 
' 'l at. the ind ha not ~:llv or not iced tl'i.i d1stu~b~e ) " . "' 
b find Y imprisoned in a c ll: 
ank n ee n • t in. cro· ohed on t .e ed -:e or .. ls eot i n 
th attit or iodin ' Thia: r '. ru.a face ia spotted 
with black and blue 'b , blood• n in d tm<l s 1 
wre~pod a.rou~d tier.ea 
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Th~n. in 1a atte"' t toe ca hia own h dica s: 
denl· sta.rtin.€ ~s if ' ning from '*- d ... an, r ach e2,., 
d shakes the bar --a.lo1ld to h · elt, wond ri.I l ) • " 3 
, later 1n t e aa. seen: 
'( fi th hn - at his side. in th ttitude 
~t odin'e ouddenly Yan j o to hie ra~t 
~ 1th a riou~ groan a 1f app 111 ,_; thoush.b had ems ed 
o hi!:t--bewilderedly} ... {};bilQ hc 1 been saying tM.a last 
h has shaken hilt e 11 door to a olang1 aceomr.,an1 .nt. A 
to the ' br6ak1n• o t• be 1z one bar 1th both 
. n sand, tting hie t ·O teet ~ninet tho others so t hat 
h i oa l ti n is , n.r lel to th floor lik a !:Dn"ey's, b 
~ i.v& a .. i•aa . r nc.h ·on e rds. 't ho bar bends Uk a licorice. 
stick i..ndtir l i.6 ror &t • ngth . J'ru,t t thi mo nt t h 
Frison Guard 111€ a hor.o b Mm h .. ) ... 2 
( co ~ o , t et ontsid • Mo s ca:utiona 11, 
QU.Sly. o a oint oupoeHo door; t1:Pt . e 
up t.> it, li 'Cuna. 1s 1.mp-r a ed or the ile ee within. 
oa1< fu.ll ns tt h. we.re gu.eusl , t U pa.sawo1 t.o 
s socn:t r ... te . Lis't-e • lo nnewer. Z.nocka again a bit 
lou m:. 'o ans er. . ttently, mu,ch loud r) .... 
l t ,.e m, roo:m loo u_ • Yank op na t e door slowly, 
erly, traid at ll n t"' unh . .to lookn round for 
sec t doo1•s, rrq tory, is tair ~ back b tho o n:placen s 
ot tha or.i MO tl e ri.;;en in 1 t, thinks h< • hav gotten in 
the W.t'Qh.& pl.ace, th&n es the si . nboard on th a.ll nd i& 
ruru;s r d) • n.25 
"{In ' it& or hia t1~gleu,. t;his i dore with b to nnd • lat. 
lled by e er l parti kicks , tank l d0 sp~ line in t .. e 
ddlu (::If 1, n.arro , cobbled atNUJt. •• it there, brooding, 
in a.s l'l! tU" to the o.tt1 \.ude ot Rod1111 l'hinker• a.a :..e e n 
t in his posi.Uon)".26 
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The lg Uc:: ani• el hi!::lself 1s soon sq tti on J is h-aun es 
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enter troL1 ho left. !i:>..w 1 ia't.ely . eboruH of angr-J chatterin 
nd ttc:reo.cM. ' bras.kc out. 'rte gorill tu.rno M .s ea but .cos 
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"( ••• Yank walks up to the gorilla's cage and, leaning 
over the railing, stares in at its occupant, who stares 
back at him, silent and motionless ••• ) (The gorilla, as if he 
understood, stands upright, swelling out his chest and pound-
ing on it with his fist ••• ) (They stare at each other---
a pause~-then Yank goes on slowly and bitterly) • •• 
"(He pounds on the rail with his fist . The gorilla rattles 
the bars of his cage and snarls. All the other monkeys set 
up an angry chattering in the darkness) ••• (He passes one 
hand across his forehead with a painful gesture . The gorilla 
growls impatiently. Yank goes on gropingly) ••• {The gorilla 
is straining at his bars, growling, hopping from one foot to 
the other. Yank takes a jimmy from under his coat and for ces 
the lock on the cage door . He thro,•s this open) ... (The 
gorilla scrambles g ingerly out of his cage . Goes to Yank 
and stands looking at him ••• ) (Vith a spring he wraps his 
arms around Yank in a murderous hug. There is a cracking 
snap of crushed ribs--a gasping cry, still mocking, from 
Yank}. (The gorilla lets the crushed body slip to the floor; 
stands over it uncertainly, considering; then picks it up, 
throws it in the cage, shuts the door, and shuffles oft 
menacingly into the darkness at left ••• ) {He {Yank) grabs 
hold of the bars of the cage and hauls himself painfully to 
his teet--looks around him bewilderedly ••• ) (He slips in a 
heap on the tloor and dies ••• And, perhaps , the Hairy Ape 
at last belongs) . tt27 
On this complicated pantominic structure the foundation of 
the play is laid. The entire story is told pantomimically . 
Undoubtedly O'Nejll uses this device of action to accentuate 
t he ~alse foundations of society with its weakness, cruelty, 
and eventual collapse . 
O'Neill uses pantomime for the basic technique in one more 
play, !£!_ Emperor J"ones . Here its use is more Obvious and perhaps 
more artistic than in any other of his plays . He seems to try to 
tell as much as possible by the use of action. I will use the 
entire pantomimic structure of this play so that the reader may 
see how complete the use of this device is in t his story of fear. 
27. ~ - , pp . 84- 88 
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"As the curtain rises, a native negro woman sneaks i n 
cautiously f r om the e ntrance on the right . She is very 
old , dressed in cheap calico, bare- footed, a red bandana 
handkerchief coveri ng all but a . f'el'r stray wisps of white 
hair. A bundle bound in col ored cloth is carried over her 
shoul der on the end of a stick. She hesitates beside t he 
doorway, peering back as if in extreme dread of being dis-
covered. Then she begins to glide noiselessl y , a step at 
a time , toward the d oorway in the rear . At this moment , 
Smithers appears beneath the portico •• • 
"He sees the woman and stops to watch her suspiciousl y . 
Then , making up his mind, he steps quickly on tiptoe into 
37 
the room. The woman, l ooking back over her shoulder con-
tinually, does not see hi m. until it is too late . When she 
does, Smithers springs forward and grabs her firmly by the 28 
shoulder. She struggles to get away, fiercely but silently. " 
Thus in the opening pantomimic scene we really have a resume 
of the idea back of the entire play. The negro woman symbolizes 
the negro race constantly on guard and afraid of everything and 
f inally o¥ercoroo by forces outside of the negro race symbolized 
by the white man Smithers . 
In Scene II the pantomime continues with these directions : 
ff(jones enters f rom. the l eft , wal king rapidly. He stops 
as he nears the edge of the fore t , looks around him 
quickly, peering into the dark as if searchi ng for some 
familiar landmark . Then , apparently satisfied t hat a 
is •:here he oyght to be , he throws hi mself on the ground , 
dog-tired) . tt29 
Scene III--these pantomimic directions carry us on through 
this forest of despair: 
"Then e radually the figure of the negro , J'eff , can be 
discerued crouching on his haunches at t he rear of the 
triangle . Re is middle- aged, thin~ bro,ru in color, is 
dressed in a Pull man porter's uni form and cap . He is 
throwing a pair of dice on the ground before him, picki ng 
them up , shaking them, casting them out with the regular , 
ri id, .rrechanical movements of an automaton. The heavy 
28. ~ - , pp. 3, 4. 
29 . ~ - , p. 17 . 
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plodding footsteps of someone approaching along the trail 
f roM the le f't are heard ••• tt30 
This scene ends with: 
"(Forgetting the path he plunges wildly into the .und&r-
brush in the rear and disappears in the shadow) • tt31 
Scene IV opens with: 
"~ones tumbles in from the forest on the right ••• • He 
looks about him with numbed surprise when he sees the 
road, his eyes blinking in the bright moonlight . He 
flops down exhaustedly and pants heavily for a while. 
Then with sullen anger . tt32 
The next direction is: 
tt(He tears off his coat and tline;s it away from him, re-
vealing hil'.:lSelf stripped to the waist) ••• (Looking down 
at his feet, the spurs catch his eye) ••• (He unstraps t hem 
and flings them away disgustedly.)33 
Then a small gang of negroes enters, and : 
"( ••• Jones, who has been staring up a.t the sky, unmindful 
of their noiseless approach, suddenly looks down and sees 
them. His eyes pop out, he tries to get to his feet and 
fly, but sinks back, too numbed by fright to move ••• )"34 
After the convict scene: 
"(The prison guard points sternly at Jones with his whip , 
motions him to take his place among the other shovelers . 
Jones gets to hi s feet in a hypnotized stupor ••• )"35 
"(As he shuffles dragging one foot, over to his place , 
he curses under his breath with rage and hatred) •• • 
.!lli· , p . 21. 
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" (As if there ware a shovel in his hands he goes through 
weary , mechanical gestures of digging up dirt , and throw-
i ng it to the roadside. Suddenl y the Guard approaches 
him angrily, t hreateningly. He r aises hts whip and lashes 
jones viciously across the shoulders with it . Jones winces 
with pain and cowers abjectly . The Guard turns his back on 
him and walks away contemptuously . Instantly Jonas straight ens 
up. With arms upraised as if his shovel ·ere a club in his 
hands he springs murderously at the unsuspect ing Guard . In 
the act of crashi ng down his shovel on the white man's skull, 
Jones suddenly becomes aware t hat his hand~ are empty.) "36 
The progressiveness of t onal movement is car~ied further with 
these diractioilS: 
"(Jone forces his way in through the forest on the left . 
He looks wildl y about the cleartng with hunted, fearful 
glances ••• He slinks cautiously to the stump in the center 
and sits down in a tense position, ready for instant flight. 
Than he holds his he d i n his hands and r ocks back and forth, 
moaning to himself m1 serably. ) 
"{Suddenl y he throws himself on his knees and raises his 
cl ~ped hands to the sky--in a voice of agonized pleading)tt37 
Later in the pl ay is the auctioning aeene, in which Jones 
sees the auctioneer and t he slave market: 
" ·· · The auctioneer holds up his hand , ta.king his place 
at t he stump . The groups strain fol"\rard attentive y . He 
touches Jones on t he shoulder peremptorily, moti ni ng him 
to stand on the stu.crp--the auction block. 
".Tones looks up , sees the figures on all sida , lo ks wildly 
for so e opening to escape , sees none , screams antl leaps 
madly to the top~! the stump to get as far away from them 
as possible . He stands there, cowering , paral yzed wit h 
horror . The auctioneer begins his silent spiel. He points 
to Jones , ap eals to the planters to see for t hemselves . 
Here is a gooJ field hand , sound in v ind a d limb a s they 
can see . Very strong s till in spite ot his being middle-
aged . Look at that back. Look at those shoulders . Look 
at the muscles i n his arms and hi s sturdy legs . Capable 
of any amount ot hard labor. ' oreo er, of a good disposition, 
36. .2.£· ill·, p . 25. 
37 . !!?.!.!•, p. 26. 
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intellegent , and tractable . ·111 any gentleman start the 
bidding? The Planters raise their fingers, make their bids . 
T'.ney aro appa~ent ly all eager to possess Jones . The biddi ng 
is lively, the crowd interested. \mile this has been going 
on, Jones has been seized by the courage of desperation. 
He dares to look down and around him. Over his face abje ct; 
terror gives way to mystification, to gradual realization--
"(Jerking out his revolver just as the auctioneer knocks 
him down to one or the planters--glarin~ from him to the 
purchaser) • 
"(He fires at the auctioneer and at the planter with such 
rapidity that the two shots are almost simultaneous. As i f 
this ;ere a signal the walls of the forest fold in)". 38 
"(11here is a noise of sorooone approaching from tue left, 
stumbling ar d crawling through the undergrowth • • • ) (He is 
well forward now where his figure can be dimly made out ••• 
He f ings himself full length, face downward on the ground, 
panting 1th exhaustion ••• Jones start o, looks up, sees 
the figures, and throws himself down again to shut out the 
sight . A shudder of terror sha es his whole body as the 
wail rises up about him again ••• As their chorus lifts 
40 
he rises to a sitting posture similar to the others, swaying 
back and forth ••• Jones can be heard scrambling to his reet 
and running o'ff •• • ) "39 
"( ••• he enters the open space ... he mov<:::s vrl. th a strange 
deliberation like a sleep- alker or one in a trance . He 
looks around at the tree , the rough stone altar , the moon-
lit surface ol tho rivor be onu, und paGsos his hand over 
his head with a vagua gesture of puzzled bowilderrnent . 
T1eu, as if i n obtd · ence to some o cu v ir.:l])ulse, he sinks 
into a kneeling, devotional posture before the ltar. Then 
he see to couie to himself ~rtly, to have an uncertain 
realization of what he is oing for he straightens up and 
star es about hira horrifiedl-•• • ~)40 
t1 (Lem onter·s frora t left, follo -ed by a smull squad of 
his soldiers, and by the Cockney trader, Smithers ••• One 
of tle sold i o r s , evidentl a trao!.rer , is peering about 
keenly on the ground . He points to th spot where J"ones 
ento..'ed the t·orest . Le.m and 8mi t bers cor:"' to look. ••41 
~ -, pp. 27 , 28. 
~ ., p . 29 . 
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"(A s ound comes from the forest. The Soldiers jump to their 
fee t , cocking their rifles alertly. Len1 re1na.ins sitting with 
an im:perturable expression, but listening intently. He makes 
a qui ck signal with his hand . His followers creep quickly 
into the forest, scattering ao that ~ach enters a different 
spot)• n42 
"(The soldiers co e out of the forest, carrying Jones' limp 
body. Ile is dead . They carry him to Lem, who examines his 
body i th great satin faction ••• }. n43 
If this pantomime were acted out fro.o the begi nning to the end 
of the play, the essence of The .znweror jones ~ould stand revealed 
in this one I!ledium. O'Neill makes every movement ~aningful in 
this mosiac of fear. In thi· play of the black Napoleaa:iwe see 
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one oft e most finished and effective uses of pantomime in dramatic 
literature. ·/huthcr it is to present a mood as in Desire Under 
the ~ or to intensify a mood already established within the 
play, as in MourniI:'f(. Becomes Electr-d, or to paint t he entire 
picture as in The Hairy Aue and Emperor Jones, O'Neill..' s uee 
of this device to further his intended impressionisms is efteetive 
and complete. 
Besides pantomime , O'~eill is interested i n other forms of 
tonal mover:--ent an<! action. If the play needs straight pantomime 
he uses it , but sometimes straig t pantomime is not a1t·ogether 
effective , so he adds rhythm to h is technique and env·olves his 
many uses of the dance 1i thin his plays . 'eill uses dancing of 
many vari ties from the B llet to ·the Turkey r.,r•ot, and the tY'pe 
of d ncing used is always chosen with the idea of aidi ng and adding 
to the olre dy e.~tablished atmosphere of the play . 
42. Ibid., p . 34. 
43. Loe. Cit. 
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It is interesting to note that dancing to intensify the mood 
was shown early in O'Neill's technique. The first example was 
his very early one-aet, Thirst. The heroine, a professional ballet 
dancer, ·ildly dances a tarantella. The entire cast is dying of 
thirst on a shipwrecked raft, mid-ocean. The drastic situation is 
emphasized and contrasted by this wild note of rhythm and the mood 
of the play becomes more intense . Immediately after the frenzied 
dance she dies of exhaustion. 
In the ~ 2£_ the Cari bees the sex mad yearnings of the group 
are expressed in dancing. Let us look at these directions: 
"Driscoll. Play us a dance, ye square- head swab! -- a rale, 
God- forsaken one or a turkey trot with guts to it. 
"Yank. Straight from the old Barbary Coast in Frisco! 
"Paul. I don't tnow. I try. (He commences tuning up.) 
"Yank. Ataboy! Let 'er rip! (Davis and Violet come back 
andjoin the crowd. The Donkeyman looks on them all with a 
detached, indul gent air. Smitty stares before him and does 
not seem to know there is anyone on deck but himself). 
"Big Frank . Dance? I don't dance . I drink! {He suits the 
action to the · ord and roars with xooaningless laughter). 
"Driscoll . Git out av the way thin, ye big hulk, an' give 
us some room. (Big Frank sits down on the hatch, right . 
All of the others who are not goi ng to dance either follow 
his example or lean against the port bulwark) . 
"Bella. (on the verge of tears at her inability to keep 
them in the forecastle or make them b.e quiet now they are 
out} For Gawd's sake, boys, don't shout so loud . Want to 
git me in trouble? 
"Driscoll. (grabbing her} Dance wid me, me cannibal quanet 
(Someone drops a bottle on deck and it smashes). 
"Bella. (hysterically} There they goes! There they goes? 
Captain'll hear that! Oh, my Lawd! 
"Driscoll. Be damned to him! Here's the music! Off ye go! 
(Paul starts playing "You Great Big Beautiful Doll" with a 
note left out every now and then. The four couples commence 
danc ing--a. jerk-shouldered version of the old Turkey Trot as 
it was done in t he sailor-town dives, made ore grotesque by 
the fact that all the couples are drunk and keep lurching into 
each other every moment. Two of the men start dancing together, 
intentionally bumping into the other.)"44 
This bit of dancing helps the Moon reach its ultinBte intensity 
or mood. The rhythm which is not so apparent in the opening lines 
attains this barbaric,. jazz-like sWing which is quite consistent with 
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the mood. It is not only consistent, but it adds to the effect O'Neill 
is striving for i n this very effective one-act. He is endeavoring to 
portray pitiful man as he is against t he beautiful background of a 
tropical night in the Caribees. The play is simply an attempt to 
paint man in his weakness of mortal ity against a background of 
immortality. 
In The Fountain O'Neill turns from swing rhythm to a poetic 
rhythm of interpretive dancing. This beautiful dance is used to bring 
the play to a vivid climax. These are t he directions: 
"The form of Beatriz appears within as it rising from the spring. 
She dances -in ecstacy--the personified spirit of the fountain. n45 
"Her whole body soars upVIard. A radiant, dancing fire, proceeding 
from the source of the Fountain, floods over and envelopes her 
until her fi gure is like the heart of its flame. Juan stares at 
this vision for a moment, then sinks 011 his knees--exultantly)."46 
Here the dance is an integral part of the play, adding rhythm and 
a fitting elimax to t he t heIIB itself, which is an affirmation or 
1mmortal1 ty. 
44. Eugene O'Neill, The Great God Brown, The Fountain, The Moon 
.2£ the Caribbees, and ~ otii'er Plays of!!!!.~' pp . 215, 216. 
45. ~ -, p. 181. 
46. Ibid., p. 184. 
Versatility is one of O'Neill's strong poi nts and t his is surely 
exemplified in his use of dancing. He turns from the loveline$S _Qf the 
dancing vision of ~ Fountain to the typical country square dancing 
appropriate for the characters in Desire Under~~· All the 
characters ar~ there from the native fiddlers, young people, old 
people, and ot course, Cabot and Abbie. 
In Desire Under~ Elms , Part Three--Scene One, e have the 
following dance scene which accentuates the tragedy, which in spite 
of t he hilarity of the occasion prevades the atmosphere. 
"In the kitchen all is festivity . The stove has been taken 
down to give more room to the dancers . The chairs, with wooden 
benches added, have been pushed back against the walls . On 
these are seated, squeezed in tight against one another, farmers 
and their wives and their young folks of both sexes from the 
neighboring farms. They are all chattering and laughing loudly. 
T'ney evidently have some secret joke in common. There is no 
end of winking, or nudging, or meaning nods of the head toward 
Cabot who , in a state ot extreme hilarious excitement increased 
by t he amount he has drunk, is standing near the rear door here 
there is a small keg of whisky and serving drinks to all the 
men . In the left corner , front , dividing the attention with 
her husband, Abbie is sitting in a rocking chair, a shawl 
wrapped about her shoulders. She is very pale, her face is 
thin and drawn, her eyes are fixed anxiously on the open door 
in re r as if waiting for someone . 
"The rausician is tuning up his fiddle , seated in t he far right 
corner . His pale eyes blink_i ncessently and he grins about him 
slyly 1th greedy malice . "41 
"Fiddler ••• • • (He hesitates just long enough) (A roar of 
laughter. They all look from Abbie to Cabot. She is oblivious, 
staring at the door . Cabot, although he hasn't heard the words, 
is irritated by t he laughter and steps forward, glaring about 
him. There is an immediate silence)."48 
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"Fiddler. (seizes a drink whtohthe Old Farmer holds out to 
him and downs it) (He starts to fiddle "Lady of the Lake." 
Four young fellows and four girls form i n two lines and dance 
a square dance . The Fiddler shouts directions for the 
different movement, keeping hi s words in the rhythm of the 
music and interspersing them with jocular personal remarks 
to the dancers themselves. The people seated along the ,ra.l ls 
stamp their feet and clap their hands in unison. Cabot is 
especi ally active in this respect . Only Abbie rel!llins 
apathetic , staring at the door as if she ·ere alone in a 
silent room) ••• 
"Cabot ••• (Then suddenly, unable to restrain hi mself any 
l onger, he prances into the midst of the dancers, scattering 
them, waving his arm:3 about wildly) .. . (He pushes them 
roughly away . They crowd back toward the walls, muttering, 
looking nt him. resentfully) ••• 
"Fiddler. (jeeringly) • • • (He starts "Pop , Goes the Weasel,,, 
incre sing the tempo with every verse until at the end he is 
fiddling crazily as fast a s he can go) • •• 
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"Cabot . ( starts to dance, which he does very well and with 
tremendous vigor. Then he begi ns to improvise , cuts incredibly 
grotesque capers, lea.ping up and cracking his heels together, 
prancing around in a circle with body bent in an Indian war 
dance, then suddenly straightening up and kicking as high as 
he can with both legs . He is like a monkey on a string. And 
all the while he intersperses his antics with shouts and 
derisive comments) ••• 
"Cabot. (delightedly) ... (He pours whisky for himself and 
Fiddler. They drink. The others watch Cabot silently with 
cold, hostile eyes. There is a dead pause . The Fiddler rests . 
Cabot leans against the keg, panting, glaring around him 
conf'usedly) . ,.49 
This is the finest description of Cabot in the entire play. 
Here t l:>e pJ.ay reache3 1 ts intensity and the dance undoubtedly aids 
the development . 
The Great God Brown opens with a dance . The opening scene 0£ 
the play is : 
--~--- - -- - ---
"IiQothe1·. ( always acldressi:ng the Father) Th.ts Commencement 
d;;:mee is badly managed... Did you see young Anthon.y strutting 
a:rou.'1.d the ballroo,:,1 :tn dirty fla:rmel pants'?... {T'ue orchestra 
at the Casino Ht:.dkes up a waltz) '!'here's the :music. Let's 
go back and. water~ the young fol.ks dance. {They stai·t off, 
leaving Billy standing there) ••• 
11Mothe1~. ( suddenly calls back over her shoulder) I want to 
watch Billy o.ance.u50 
Lat0r, O'Neill describes Dion a_c a dancer: 
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ir (B:o sudd.enly cu.ts a grotesque caper, like a harlequin and di...rts 
off, laughing with forced aba.11don} ••• 
"Margaret.. Dion's so diff'erent fron1 all the others. He can pa.int 
beautifully and write poetry and he plays and sings and. dances so 
marvelously.n51 
Also O'Neill uses dancing to indicate the chal'&cter of .Dion, as 
these lines imlicate: 
What device could G 'Neill have used bettex• to show the influence 
of puritanis:m on this boy.' The very name Dion ca1no fron the :pagan Dionysus, 
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ano. 0 'Neill uses the dance to intensify the pagan beauty of his conception. 
oriental and. colorful. O'Neill uses (lanci in this play to gain the 
beauty and exotic effect o;f the oriental background. He uses dan.cing to 
sµggest the loveliness of' Princess Kuka.chin. This time the t<Jpe of dancing 
if oriental. Certainly O'Neill uses this languorous rhyttun to increase 
the tox1al unity of this pageant. 
50. Ibid., 
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51. Ibid., pp. 312, 313. 
52. Ibid., p. 315. 
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"Kublai ... Music? ( the doors are thrown open . The dance 
music sounds loudly) Go in and dance, everyone! You, too , 
General? I revoke my declaration of var--unless you learn 
to dance and be silent! (They all go into the ballroom, 
Bayan stalking majestically with an injured mien) But 
dancing makes me rei:rember Kukachin hose little dancing 
feet~ ! Shut the doors ! )"54 
"The Mongol Chronicler comes forward to fulfill his function 
of chanting the official lament for the dead . He declaims 
i n a high wai ling voice accompanied by the musicians and 
by the OllO?,as who sway rhythmically and hum a rising and 
falling mourning accompaniment ••• " 
"Kublai .. . Leave her in peace . Go . (The Court leaves 
silently at his command in a formal, expressionless order. 
The four priests go first, beginning to pray silently again. 
They are followed by t he nobles and officials with their 
women coning after . Finally the young boys and girls take 
up their censers and dance their pattern out backward, 
preceded by the nusicians . )55 
In the comedy, Ah! ilderness ?. that delightful backward 
looking play, ~e find one homely touch of dancing : "Sids f ace 
lights up with appreciation and, automatically he begins to 
tap one foot in time, still holding fast to Lily's hand."56 
What could be more characteristic of the brother- in- law 
that "never grew up". Here one direction for dancing gives 
us a more accurate idea of the man than a page of ordinary 
description . 
From using the dance incidentally, O'Neill turns to the 
choreography of an entire play. In~ Em"Oeror Jones we find 
O'Neill's most elaborate and effective use or the dance . It is 
worked out in five formal ballet movements that are a credit to 
54 . ill!· , p . 288 . 
55 . Ibid . , pp . 301, 302 . 
56 . Eugene O'leill, .Ah ! Wilderness! p . 109 . 
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any of the eJq>onents of modernistic, stylized dancing. I the 
Hedgerow production of this pl ay under t he direction of jasper Deeter. 
these five distinct dance and ballet forms are used i n the following 
order: 
The first ballet is the porter sceue: 
"Then gradually the figure of the negro, jeff, can be discerned 
crouching on his haunches, at t he rear of t he triangle."57 
The second one is the convict scene. These are O'Nei l l's 
directions: 
"("From t he right forward a small gang of negrouenter. They 
are dressed in striped convict suits, t heir heads are shaven, 
one leg drags lim:pi ngly , shackled to a heavy ball and chain. 
Some carry picks, the other shovels . They are followed by a 
white man dressed in the uni:t'orn of a prison gua.rd. A winchester 
rifle is slung ac110ss his shoulders and he carries a heavy whip. 
At a signal from the Guard they stop on the road opposite 
where Jones is sitting. Jones, who has been staring up at the 
sky, umnindfu.l of their noiseless approach, suddenly looks down 
and sees t hem. Ria eyes pop out , he t rhs to get to his feet and 
fly, but sinks back, too number by fright to move. His voice 
catches in a choking prayer) . 
"Lawd Jesus! 
"(The Prison Guard cracks his whip--noiselessly--and at that 
signal all the convicts start to work on the road. They swing 
t hei r picks, they shovel. but not a sound comes from their l abor. 
Thei r movements, like t hose of Jeff in the preceding scene, are 
those of auto.ma.tons,--rigid, slow and mechanical . The Prison 
Guard points sternly at Jones with his whip, motions him to take 
his place among the other shovelers . Jones get t o his feet in 
a hypnotized stupor. He mumbles subserviently).tt58 
The third ballet is the slave market: 
"{He sighs dejectedly and remains with bowed shoulders 
staringdo'Wll at t he shoes in his hands a s if reluctant to 
throw them away. While his attention is thus occupied, a 
crowd of figures silently enter the clearing from all sides. 
All are dressed in Southern costumes of the period of the 
57. ~-, p. 21. 
58. I b i d ., p . 24. 
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fifties ot the last century. There are middle-aged men 
rho are evidently well-to- do planters. There is one spruce, 
authoritative individual--the Auctioneer. 'There is a crowd 
of curious spectato1·s, chiefly young belles and dandies who 
have come to the slave-market for diversion. All exchange 
courtly greetings in dumb show and chat silently tog3ther. 
There is something stiff , rigid, unreai, marionettish, about 
their movements. They group themselves about the stump. 
Finally a batch ot slaves is led in from the left by an 
attendant-- throe men of different ages, two women, one with 
a baby in her arms, nursing . They are placed to the left of 
the stump, beside Jones . 
"The white planters look the over appraisingly as if they 
were cattle, and exchank'/:l judgments on each. The dandies 
point with their fingers and ke witty re· rks . The belles 
titter itchingly. All this in silence save tor the 
ominous throb of the tom-tom. The Auctioneer holds up his 
hand, taking his place at the stump. The group strains 
forward attentively. He touches Jones on the shoulder 
preemptorily, motioning for him to stand on the stump--
the auction block. 
ttJones looks up , sees the figures on all sides, looks wildly 
for so:c;.e opening to escape, sees none, screams and leaps 
madly to the top of the stump to get as far away from them 
as possible . He stands there, co ering, paralyzed with 
horror. The Auctioneer begins his silent spiel . He points 
to ~ones , appeals to the planters to see for themselves. 
Here is a good field hand, sound in wind and limb as they 
can see. Very strong still in spite of his being middle-
aged . Look at that back . Look at those shoulders . Look 
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at the muscles in his al'ElB and his sturp.y legs. Capable of 
any amount of hard labor. Moreover, of a good disposition, 
intelligent and txactable. iill any gentleman start the 
bidding? The Planters raise their fingers, make their bids . 
They are apparently all eager to possess Jones. The bidding 
is lively, the cr~fld interested. While this has been going 
on~ Jones has been seized by the courage of desperation. He 
dares to look down and around him. Over his face abject 
terror gives way to mystification, to gradual realization.) "59 
The fourth dance pattern is the galley slave scene: 
" ( He is ·well forward now where his figure can be dimly IW.de 
out . His pants have been so torn away t hat what is lett of 
them i no better than a breech cloth . ile flings himself full 
length, face dowmvard on tha ground, panting with exhaustion. 
Gradually it seems to grow lighter in the enclosed apace and 
t wo rows of eated figures can be seen behind Jones . They are 
59. ~-. pp . 27 , 28. 
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sitting in crumpled, despairing attitudes, hunched, facing 
one another wit h their backs touching the forest walls as if 
they were shackled to them. All o.re negroes, naked save for 
loin cloths . At first they are silent and motionless . Then 
t hey begin to sway slowly forward tov-ard ea.ch other ·nd back 
again in unison, as if t hey were laxly letting themselves 
follm the long roll of a ship at sea . At t he same time , a 
low oelancholy murmur rises among t hem, increasing gradually 
by rhythmic degrees which se m to be directed and controlled 
by the t hrob of the t om-t om in the distance to a l ong, 
tremulous wail of despair that reaches a certain pitch , 
unbearably acute , then falls by slow gradations of t one into 
silence and is taken up again . Jones sta!'ts , l ooks up , sees 
the figures, and throws himself down again to shut out the 
sight . A shudder of terror shakes his whole body as the wail 
rises up about him again. But the next tiI!lB, his voice, as 
if under so~e uncanny compulsion, starts 1ith the others. As 
their chorus lifts he rises to a sitting posture similar to 
t he others, swaying back and forth. His voice reaches the 
highest pitch of sorrow, of desolation. The light fades out . 
the other voices cease , and only darkness is left . Jones can 
be heard scrambling to his feet and running of f. ) n60 
The fifth rhythmic motif is the dance of the congo witch-
doctor : 
"( ••• He struts noiselessly ith a queer prancing step to 
a position in the clear ground bet een Jone s and t he altar. 
Then with a preliminary , summoning stamp of his foot on the 
earth, he begins to dance and to chant . AB if in response 
to his BUIIJ!Tl~ns , the beating of the tom-tom grows to a fierce, 
ei'1lltant boom whose throbs seem to fill the air with vibrat i ng 
rhythm. Jones looks up, starts to s pring to his feet, reaches 
a half-kneeling, half- squatting position and remains rigidl y 
fix d there, paralyzed with awed fascination by this new 
apparition. The ·1teh- Doctor sways , stamping with his foot, 
his bone rattle clicking the time. His voice rises and falls 
i n a weird, monotonous croon, without articulate word 
di visions . Gradually his dance becomes clearly one ot a 
narr~ti o in pantomi~.a. his croon is an incantation, a charm 
to allay the fier ceness of sor~ implacable de ity demanding 
sacritico . He flees, he is pursued by devils, he hides, he 
flees again. 1':ver wilder and wilder becomas his flight , 
ne rer and nearer draws the pursuing evil, more and more 
the spirit of terror gains pos ession of him. His croon, 
rising to intensity , is punctuated by shrill cries • .Tones 
has become completely hypnotized . His voice joi ns in the 
incantation, in the cries ; he bats time with his hands and 
sways his body to and fro from the waist . The whole spirit 
and m aning of the dance has entered into him, has become 
60 . l!U!· , pp. 29, 30 . 
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his spirit. Finally the t hens ot the pantomime halts 
on a howl of despair, and is taken up again in a note 
of savage hope. There is salvation. The forces of 
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evil demand sacrifice. They must be appeased. The Witch-
Doctor points with his wand to the sacred tree, to the 
river beyond, to the altar, and finally to 1ones with a 
ferocious command. 1ones seems to sense the meaning of 
this. It is he who must offer himself for sacrifice. 
He beats his roi!head abjectly to the ground , moaning 
hysterically} •11 
In these five ballets we see and feel the rhythm intensity. 
O'Neill obviously uses them to gain a certain effect. He uses 
the dance to intensify the beating of the tom-tom, to project 
the power at fear into the audience. It is a successful device 
as anyone who has seen the play will testify. Aside from the 
pantOmimic skeleton of the play O'Neill adds the beauty and 
adornment of the dancing . It is never obtrusive but it 
intensifies the feeling ot awe and fear that O'Neill is striving 
for in the portrayal of the black Napoleon. 
Besides the dancing, 0 ' Neill borrows the chorus from 
Greek tragedy. He not only uses it in its purest sense, but 
also through unusual grouping of the characters creates many 
interesting pictures that add to the inner meaning of the 
play that O'Neill considers its only excuse for being. 
In~ Hairy Ape the groupings add to the idea of class 
differencesw The groupings intensify the differences in 
various strata of society. In the scene on Fifth Avenue, 
after Yank discovers he "doesn't belong", this direction for 
61. Ibid., pp. 31, 32. 
grouping is given: 
"The crowd from church enter from the right, sauntering 
slowly and affectedly, their heads held stiffly up, looking 
neither to right nor left, talking in toneless, simpering 
voices. The women are rouged, calcimined , dyed, overdressed 
to the nth degree. The men are in Prince Alberts, high ha.ts, 
spats, canes, etc. A procession of gaudy marionettes, yet 
with something of the relentless horror of Frankensteins in 
t heir detachfNl, mechanical unawareness)."62 
This composite picture, intensified, compact, artificial, 
representing t he culture of the day, stands out in direct 
contrast to Yank, the brute, the Hairy Ape. A little later on, 
in the same scene, we have: "(The whole crowd of men and women 
chorus after her in the same tone of affected delight.}. tt63 The 
line, "The crowd at the window have not moved or noticed this 
disturbance," seems to me the strongest judgment on society as 
we know it today. 
The grouping in Scene Seven is also illumining: 
"Yank. (comes down the street outside. He is dressed as 
in Scene Five. He moves cautiously, mysteriously. He comes 
to a point opposite the door; tiptoes softly up to it, 
listens, is impressed by t he silence within, knocks 
carefully, as if he were guessing at t he pass.,ord to some 
secret rite. Listens. No answer. Knocks again a bit 64 
louder. No answer. Knocks impatiently, much louder)." 
For a minute Yank t hinks he has solved his problems, only 
to find out later that he hasn 't: 
"(The gorilla is straining at his bars, growling , hopping 
from one foot to the other. Yank takes a jimmy from under 
his coat and forces t he lock on t he cage door. He throws 
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this open) ••• (The gorilla scrambles gingerly out of his 
cage. Goes to Yank and stands looking at hi m ••• ) (Something, 
t he tone of mockery, per haps, suddenly enrage~ the animal. 
62. Ibid., p. 69. 
63. Ibid., p . 71. 
64. ~-. pp. 78, 79. 
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With a spring he wraps his huge arms around Yank in a murderous 
hug. There is a cracking snap of crushed ribs--a gasping cry, 
still mocking, from Yank) ••• (The gorilla. lets the crushed 
body slip to the floor; stands over it in the cage, shuts the 
door, and shuffles off menacingly into the darkness at left) ••• 
{He grabs hold of the bars ot the cage and hauls himself pain-
fully to his feet--looks around him bewilderedly).tt65 
Finally, in desperation, ~Hairy Ape realizes that society is 
not civilized after all and returns to the zoo where he thinks he 
belongs . This final grouping of Yank with the gorilla in tho zoo is 
an ironic tonal that adds intensity, tragedy and futility to the 
entire play. 
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All God's Chillun ~YJ.ngs is a skillful combining of ingenious 
groupings . V'ihen the curtain rises, the eyes are met with t he scene 
that O'Neill presents with ~ese directions: 
ttThis idea is intensified by the grouping of the actors. 'In the 
street leading left 1 the faces ar~ all white; in the street lead-
ing right, all black.' Next it becomes apparent that the conflict 
is to be limited and involves the conflict of the sexes: 'On the 
sidewalk are eight children, four boys and four girls . Two of 
each sex are white, to black.' By t hus formalizing ~is set and 
the position of the characters, he has told the audience the theme 
of hie sto;ry before a word is spoken. He has also generalized 
the :particular, giving scope and significance to his drama beyond 
that which attaches to tlw individuals directly involved in the 
play. The movement of the people, the different quality of the 
laughter, and the spectacle as a whole with lts attendant 
pantomime , typical of his IMithod referred to in the preceding 
section, all contribute to the rll:l aning and the understanding of 
the play."66 "('I1hey all run away, laughing, shouting and jeering, 
quite triumphant no that they have made him, too, lose his temper.)tt67 
"As if it were a signal, people--men, women, children, pour from 
the two tenements, whites from the tenement to the left , blacks 
from the one to the right. They hurry to form. into two racial 
lines on each side of the gate, rigi and W1yielding, staring 
across at each other with bitter hostile eyes."68 
65. ~., p. 87. 
66. Sophus Keith inther, Eusene O'Neill, p .. 255. 
67. Eugene O'Neill, ~ Pl~, n. 93. 
68. Ibid., p . 110. 
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What eould more strikingly tell of these social differences than 
these novel groupings of the black and white actors . The mob spirit 
becomes personified and Scene Four shows an intensification of racial 
fears and prejudicies. Here O'Neill uses straight line to how 
differences of feeling and separates blacks and whites by placing groups 
of hites on one sid of the stage and blacks on the other. The eye 
instantly preceives t hese differences and the mood of the pl&.J, becolll:ls 
mor e alive and penetrating. 
'l'b.e chorus i n Mourning Becomes Electra is a curious use of the 
Grecian chorus of esct.ylus in a puritan setting . The opening- scene 
of Homecoming is de up of a chorus of townspeople . '.rheir purpo~e is 
the ancient purpose of the Greek chorus , to ma.lee the audience aware of 
the situation. O' Neill saya: 
ttThese last three are t ypeR of townsfolk rather thliil inaividuals, 
a chorus representing the town come to look and listen and spy 
on the rich and e:xclusi ve Mannons . "69 
I n the openi ng scene of the second play of the trilogy ~Hunted , 
the chorus is used again: 
"These peopl ~the Bordens , Hills and his wife and .Doctor Blake--
arc , as were tbe Ames of Act One of Horuecamiug , types of t01111.Stolk, 
a chorus representing as t hose others had, but in a different stratum 7 
of society, the town as a hu.rren background for t he drama of the Ma.nnons . " O 
The opening scene of the final play of th~ group,~ Hunted, 
employee the SWl'8 technique: 
"Tnese four--.Ames , Sml l , Silva and .~acke 1- -are , as were the towns-
f olk of the first acts of Ilomecomipg and ~ Hunted , a chorus ot 
types representing t he t on as a human background for t he drann of 
tho Mannon.-;; . .tl.1.1 fi v • re drunk. Seth has a stone jug in his hand. 
There i s a grotesque atmosphere of boys out on a f orbidden lark 
about these old men . tt71 
69. I bid ., .P • 688. 
70. .ill!·, p . 752. 
71. ~., pp. 815, 816. 
With this technical device, O'Neill achieves hat he had in mind 
when he wrote this note: 
"Must get more distance and perspective--more sense of fate--more 
sense of the unreal behind what we call reality ·hich is tha real 
reo.lity!--the unrealistic truth wearing the mask of lying reality. 
Note #16. "72 
In Lazarus Laughed we come to the nlay with the most elaborate use 
of groupings and chorus. O'Neill fuses all his technique of grouping 
in its I:JOst complete and ultimate form in this extrevagant vision of a 
play that can't be produced until our limited producing facilities are 
enlarged. Since it is the most complete of O'Neill's plays in its use 
of grouping and chorus, I will use O'Neill's entire plan to show this 
development. There is nothing like it in contemporary drama.tic literature. 
"Insido the house, on the men's side, seven male guests are 
grouped by the door, watching Lazarus with frightened a • The 
Chorus of Old Men, seven in number, is drawn up in a cresoeat, 
in the far eorner, right, :racing Lazarus."73 
"(His family and the Gu sts i n the room no throng about Laz.arus 
to embrace him. The crow~s of men and WOl.llen on aReh side push 
into the room to stare at him. He is in tbe arms of his :mother 
and Miriam thile his sisters and Father kiss and press his hands. 
'.l'he five are halt hysterical with relief and joy, sobbing and 
laughing) ••• (But Lazarus remains standing. And t e Chorus of 
Old Men remain in their f "t'mation at the rear. Wine is poured 
and all raise their goblets tov,ard Lazarus--then suddenly they 
.stop, the music dies out,. and ari a ·ed and frightened stillness 
prevails, for Lazarus is strange, maj stic figure whose under-
standing smile seems terrible and enigmatic to them.)tt74 
"Cro.vd. (who, gradually, j ining in by groups or one by one--
includinv Laz rus' family wi t h the exception of Miriar'l , who does 
not la.ugh, but watches and listens to his laughter with a 
teI'-.der · 1e of beinr; happy in his h :P , ine 0 s--have nm all 
bemin to laugh in rhythm with the Chorus--in a great full-
72. Sophus Keith iinther, .2R_. Cit. p. 246, note ' 16. 
73. Ibid., p. 381. 
74. Ibid., p . 386. 
throated paean as the laughter of Lazarus rises higher and 
higher) • n?5 
"The room rocks , the air outside throbs with the rhythmic 
beat of their liberated laughtor--still a bit uncertain of 
its freedom, harsh. discordant, frenzied, desperate and 
drunken, but dominated and inspired by the high, free, as-
piring exulting laughter of Lazarua)."96 
In Scene Two, joyous dancing is used with groups of Jews as 
a background: 
"From within eomes the sound of flutes and danee music. The 
dancers can be seen whirling swiftly by the windows. There 
is continually an overto e of singing laughter emphasizing 
the pulsing rhythm of the dance. On the road in the fore-
ground , at left and right, two separate groups of Jews are 
gathered. T'ney are not divided according to sex as in the 
previous scene. Each is composed about equally of men and 
women, forty-nine in each, masked and costumed as before. 
It is religious belief that now divides them.. The adherents 
of Jesus, the Nazarenes, among whom may be noted Martha and 
f;ary , are on the left; the Orthodox, among whom are Lazarus' 
Father and Mother and a Priest, are at right. Between the 
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two hostile groups is the sane Chorus of Old Men , in a formation 
like a spearhead, whose point is placed at the foot of the steps 
leading to the terrace. All th se people are staring fascinatedly 
at the house, listening entrancedt their feet moving, their 
bodies swaying to t he music 's beat, stiffly, constra.L'ledly, 
compelled against their wills. Then the musics ddenly stops 
and the chant of youthful voices is hea.rd:)"7? 
"(He(Caligna.) tums to look at the azarenes disdainfull and 
spits on the ground insultingly. The members or the two groups 
begin to glare at each other. The chorus falls back, three on 
each side,. leaving one neutral figure before the steps. The 
Frie t goes on tauntingly} ••• {This is follo~ed b an outburst 
of insulting abouts of accusation and denail from both sides) ••• 
"(This provokes a furious pro test :f'rom. the Nazarenes a 1d 
insulting hoots and jeers from the Orthodox, penetr· ted by 
a scream. from Lazarus' other, who, crushed in the crowd, 
sinks fainting to t.e ground . The Father bends o er her. 
The group of the Orthodox falls back from them. With 
f rightened cries 1artha and [ary run fI-om the group of 
Nazarenes and kneel beside her) • 11 78 
? 6 . ~-, p. 38~. 
?7. ill1.·, pp. 389 , 390. 
78. Ibid., pp . 393 , 394 . 
'79. 
ao. 
61. 
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''(He laughs. T"na voices of all his Followers echo his 
laughter. They pOlU' in a laughing rout from the doorway onto 
the terraoo. At the sB.JJ:B m.omer1t, the Chorus oi' Jfollo11rers 
a1;rpears on the roof and fo:rr;,,s along the ha.lustrada, facing 
front. '11he;;,;e F'ollowers of Lazfarus, forty-nine in number, 
composed about equally of both sexes, ·wea.r n nask that,, wllile 
recog:n1z-ably .Tew:tsh, 12 a. Lnza:t"U.8 mask, :resemblin,g him in its 
ex-pression of fea:.rless faith in life, the mouth oha-ped by 
laughter. Tho Chorus of Followers 1 seven in number, all men, 
ha.v:e identical ro.asks of double size, as be:f'ore.. The Period 
oi' r.u.l the st; r:.ia:tks is an;rwhere between Youth onu Manhood ( or 
Wom.-a:r.J1ood). The music continues to eome from. within. La;ughing, 
the FollOF:ers dance to it in weaving patterns on the terr1.:;.ee. 
They are dressed in bright-colored diaphanous robes. Their 
cho:r-used laughte!.', now high and clear, r1ow dyiog; to a humming 
murm.ur, stresses the rhythrllic flow of the danc-e) .. n79 
"(Their former distinctions of Nazarenes and Orthodox are now 
entirely fol·gotten. The members of I.a.2.arus' family ara grouped 
in the center as it nothing had ever happened to separate them. 
The Cho1"'ns of Old Men is again j<1inod in its spearhead forr;;ation 
at the stairs. .Apparent first in this Chorus, a queer ex-0itement 
b6gins to :pervade this :::r.ob.. They begi·t, to weave in and out, 
cla.sping each other's hands norJ and then, .moving mechanically 
in jerky stet)s to the music ln a grotesque sort of marionettes' 
countr/ dance. At first this is slow but it momentarily becomes 
more hectic and peculiar. They raise cl011ch.ed fists or hands 
distended into threatening talons. Their voices sound thick 
and harsh and a.r1imal-like with :anger as they :r.nutter ami growl, 
ea.ch one aloud 'to hi:m..<::elf or her·self) • ttSO 
1'{1N1th cries of rage the two grOU:)8 rush on one another. There 
is Fl cor:fused tu. .. "1:!lllt of yells, 3:roar,.s > ou.1:•ses, tho shrieks of 
women, the sounds oi' blows as they meat in a pushing, whirling, 
stnigc;;:ling mass in wh:tch ind:tvidua.l figures a.re indiertinguishable. 
K..11i V6S and swords flash above the heads of the mass, hands in 
ever;:1 tern:H:1 atti tudf-l of strikinC, clutching, tearinz nre seen 
upraised.. As the fight is at its height a Rom'3.n Centurion and 
~L squa6 of eight S0la.i0rs eorne t;:r:·anp5.t'l{!; up at the -tbublo-quick. 
They fire all rm::,skect. T.bese Homan 1-mrnks now and henceforth in 
tlm plci;sr are crir:r:l.ed out aeoor<'li:ng to the same :t,"or.mula of e.aven 
J?er5.ods, Eleven 1 'y1;0c1, as th.ose of the jews seen. pr~v1ou6ly, 
exeor.;,t, "i:;hat the bas:i.fJ of e~!.Ch f'i:1ce is Rorrr:m--heavy t donti.neering, 
self-co:m;placent, the f.aee of a confident do.mina.nt race. The 
Cer1turion differs from. his soldiexs only in bei:n{; :more 
individualized. He is m.iddle-aeeil, his soldiers b(;long to the 
Period 01' :Manhood. !l11 are of the Si:rnple, Jgnora.ut Type). 11 81 
Ibid .. , pp. 393, ;"594. 
Ibid., pp. 395-!396. 
~ .. p. ~199. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
o. 
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"Lazarus. .(as if he were answering not the centurion but 
the co:mma.ndor of his fate from the sky) Yes'. {he walks 
down the narrow stairs and, Miriam following him, com.es down 
the pa h to the roP.d. He goes and kneels for a mot1ent euch 
beside tho bodies of his Father, ~oth rand Sisters and 
kisses ea.ch in turn on the forehead. For u moment the struggle 
wit his grief can bes en in his ce. The . he look up to 
t he stars and, s if answ ring a question, again says simply 
and e.cceptingly) Yes! (T"nen exultantly) Yes!? (And begins 
to laugh fro the depths of his exalted ~pirit. The laughter 
of his chorus and then of his Followers echoes his. The 
music and dancing begin again. 1"he Centurion grins sheepishly. 
The Soldiers chuckle. The Centurion laughs awkwardly. The 
Soldiers laugh. The music from the ouse and the l&ughter of' 
the Followers grow louder. Th infection spreads to the 
Choru • of Old u~n whose swaying "rief :falls into the rhythm 
of the laughter and music as does that of the mourners) • 11 82 
0 ( ••• That of the Choru of Old Men and of the Crowd fo.lters 
·uJ bre ks into lauentin grief again, guilt-strick~n bec·use 
of its laughter)."83 
"(The music and dancing and voices cease. The lights in the 
w lI d ws, which have been growing dim, go out. There is a second 
of complete, death-like silence. The mourning folk in the 
foreground are frozen figures of grief. Then a sudden swelling 
chorus of :forlorn bewilderment, a cry of lost children eomes 
.froui the Ch r 1s of Follo ,ers und. th Follo ers t hemselves. 
They huddle into groups on the roof and on the terrace. They 
stretch t eil' arms out in every direction supplicatingly. n84 
"On the left, tho Chorus of Greeks is grouped , sev n in number, 
facing front, in t he spearhead formation. AB before the 
Cho ·us w ers ska double t he 11fe size of the Croi.1d masks. 
They al'e 11 ot the Prod S lf-Ral1ant type, in the p riod of 
Yo g ~nhood. tt85 
" ( '!'he music and oru hing of cymbals and the ferment of 
passions aroun him cause him to lose all control over himself. 
He gives a crazy leap in the air and begins to dance fu'Totesquely 
and. chant in a thick voice) n86 
ill!·· :pp. 401, 40~. 
Ibid., p . 403. 
bia. , p . 404. 
Ibid ., p. 406. 
Ibid., p. 413. 
" { •• • :Th:i.s Chorus wea:rs, in double size, thi.'! laughing masks 
o:f !,azorus' Follovcera in the same period end type as in the 
p:rececling scene, except that here the mask of each lllember of 
tb.e Chorus b.91?; a different racial ba1;;1is--E.gyptian, Syrian, 
Oa:ppt:idocit1n, L:;rdiv.n, Phry5iun,. Ciliciau, PS?'th:ian... 'l:ney 
t!th:i.rl in t.ettieen t.he Soldiers Crowd, forcing ·t;11e:m. back 
f1·01.11 e;ach o"&Le:..', te,.;.sil.!€i, tl.v.:11n,, sift i:ug into the (;rowd. their 
Cho::rt:w in a half circle, confro:ntiug the Chorus of Greeks). tt8'7 
" ( Et: (La,3a:r·\1S) hmffr,.s t::mi again hie voice li:;i2cs sJ1d eomin£J:tes 
the rhythm.le chorus or the ire.. The music and dane 11:tg begin 
again). 11 
'' ( i::lhe (Miriem} falls bi:tck into his a1'1n;,,. Gently he lets he:t• 
body sink until it rests against the s taps of the dais. Ti.berius 
risE,s froi;;1 his couch ta teud ove:r vrJ.th cruel gloating. }?om:peia. 
steps ner:t.rer to La.zaru.a, staring at hiw. mockingly. Caligula 
ho:i;is to her .sid.e, looking from Laze.rur: to Miriam.. ':J:l.he l.11:i.lf-
ch·cle of masked. figures moves closer~ st1•airiing f'orv;ard and 
&owm,a.nl us if to overwhel.m the t1ro fic:ures at t.he foot of' 
the dais witn their coneentrnted death-wish)."88 
Here ·m:1 t'ind O'Neill' s use of tbe dance, grmrping and chorus 
in 1 ts m.ost complicated form. The thel!l.fJ of joyous a:ffil'm:3-tion. 
are prei:H,nted by thee use. of these de,vicsa.. miy shouldn't life's 
expression be joyous? In this play G'Neill's dislike for and 
distrust for pu.d tlJaTiism find fullest expression. 'I'he them tie 
intensify the :feeling, but create the action oi' tho play.. Perta.ps 
some day the "Imaginary Theatren with the artist dir,1ctor will 
produce th.is dance-drsma. 1 called a "Modern Miracle Play.t' 1l1he 
producer should also be a choreogra.JJ.her to stage :it adeqmitely. 
May thlr; dr•6am play of 11 glorious ir.1agi:nation find its p::to:per 
87. I:~· 
' 
]:) . 414. 
88. lhid . 
' 
p • 414. 
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Vfue the r it is pantomime, unusual grouping. dancing, or the 
chorus in these most modern of plays, -e sense the sam:, purpose for 
0'Ne1ll's use of these devices. It is al ays to intensify the 
mood already created or to create the od itself. The groups 
re never extraneou but always fitting and appropriate. They 
embroioer the whole cloth of his dramatic compo itions, me.king 
it more colorful, effective and beautiful. 
I 
,· 
Ohe.12te~ 
The StaeE:_ Picture - £_?.ettings (Visual I:ma.geg) 
Eugene 0':N"eill, as a product of the theatre is well aware of 
tbe value of all that meets the .!:le. as far e.s the production is 
couce:t.'ned. The visual sense is the first to receive an impression 
as the curtain goos up~ and O'Neill takes advantage of this fact 
by 1:1aking his sets immediately do their part il1 striking the 
right note as far as the tonal unity of the pl@.y is eoncer:ned. 
I will divide this chapter into three divisions of visual imagery: 
first, E.);:'~; second, costumes; and t.hird, the sets of the play:'i. 
!tasks, as an aid to the sto:ry that is being told, 1:Ja.ve been 
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in use from. the earliest beginnings of the drama. They were first 
used in primi ti'\re religious cereI".l.onies, in war and as objects to ward 
off disease and death. This use has been dramatic in life procesGes 
itself, so it is only natural that the drama would adopt th era. 
'the re.ask is used by the drainatist as a note of em;phasis. Its 
drawback, of course, is its lack of plasticity and variety, but 
in SOir.t6 plays where the dramatist 5.s concerned with certain dominant 
;;.:;-,::Jtions, th:, :::1•:1sk i:s an effective implement. 
O'Neill has felt 'bhe need of liberation i:n all dramatic 
techniques and he is willing to tr;v anything to ne:xy-.ress those 
:profound hidden conflicts • .t He realizes tha.t the face in its 
ability to express em.otions is the actor's greatest tool, but 
he also realizes that 1iillny shfades of mea11iru..::; are lost in the 
theatre an.d thut in the use of the me.sk showing the :predominating 
passion, the playwright has a much better chance to portray his 
meanings . This is hown in a note of his: 
"I hold more and more surely to t he conviction that the use 
ot masks will be di scovered eventually to be the freest 
solutions or the modern dramatist's problem as to how--
with the greatest possible dramatic clarity and economy of 
means he can express those profound hidden conflicts of the 
mind which the probings of :p97chology continue to disclose 
to us. He must find sotll8 method to present this inner 
drama in his work, or confess himself incapable of 
portraying one of the most characteristic preoccupations 
and iniquely significant spiritual impulses of his time . 111 
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O'Neill has been the ost consistent user of the mask in our 
modern theatre. I n fact, it is· an int egral part of ht s technique in 
many of his pl ays . I n All God's Chillun ~ ings , the negro mask 
is one of the most significant features of the pl ay. O'Neill 
borrows the idea for this mask from the Congo, and it is 
symbolic of the f ars, prejudices, and superstitions of the primitive 
negro . 
"I n the left corner, where a window lights it effectively, 
is a Negro primitive~ from t he Oongo--a grotesque f ace, 
i nspiring obscure , dim connotations ill one's mind, but 
beautifully done, conceived in a true religious spirit. 
In this room, however , the mask acquires an arbitrary 
accentuation. It do:r:linates by a diabolical quality that 
cont rast imposes upon it. "2 
"The alls of the room appear shrunken in, the ceiling 
lowered, so that the .furniture, the portrait,~~ 
look unnaturally large and domineering."3 
The climax of the pl ay occurs when El la, no r insane, plunges 
the knife through the Congo Mask. 
l. .!!!!._ American Spectator , · ol. 1, No . 1, p. 3 . 
2. Eugene O'Neill,~ Plays, p. 112 . 
3. I bi d ., p . 121. 
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ttHe (Jim) looks at her dazedly, a fierce rage slowly gathering 
on his face. She dances away from him. His eyes follow her. 
His hands clench. She stands in front of t he mask--trlumphantly. 
There! What did I tell you? I told you I'd give you the 
l augh! (She begins to laugh with wild unrestraint, grabs t he 
mask fro its pl ace , sets it in t ha middle of the table and 
p lungi ng the knife down through it pins it to t he table) There! 
·,ho' s got t he l e.ugh now?" 
"Ella. (looking up at hi m with a bewildered cry of terror) Jim! 
{Her appeal recalls him to himself. He lets his arms slowly 
drop to his sides, bowing his head. Ella points tremblingly to 
the mask) It's all right, Jim! It 's dead. The devil's dead. 
See! It couldn't live--unless you passed. If you'd passed it 
would have lived in you. Then I'd have had to kill you, Jim, 
don't you see?--or it ,1ould have killed :rne . But not I've 
killed it. (She pats his hand) So you needn't ever be afraid 
any more, Jim."4 
Here the musk is used to impersonate t ho dark forces of life 
that make it impossible for Jim and Ella to meet on a common ground 
of unders tanding, even though they have love on their side. The 
old devils of raco, prejudice , :misunders t anding , fears and persecutions 
are all centered in this device of t he Congo Mask . It is extremely 
effect ive, because it suggests the primitive, savage fears i n the 
realist i c setting of Harl em. 
I n ~ Hai ry Ape, 0 •Neill continues his use of the mask to 
create the diffe ence betieen Yank and the crowd on 5th Avenue . 
John Corbin reviews this eff ct : 
"It b ga.n 1th .Th_ Ha.try Ape , which echoed t he continental 
fad or stylization and expressionism. So long as the Yank 
ron" i ned in his normal world and in his stoke-hole the world 
he envisaged was shown in its normal guise; but under the 
impact o~ the scorn of him voiced by a beautiful yowig deck 
passenger, and of his perverse love for her , her up-town 
world , took on attitudes absurdly top-loftica l and visages 
of a simpering superiority that could only be rendered by 
putting t he actors i nto musks . St artling as the effect was, 
it was sound enough psychologically and perhaps added to the 
impression of Yank's impassioned delirium. But t he fact 
remnined that t his partial expressionism rendered impossible 
any complete and trutht'ul representation of one party to t he 
drama.tic struggle. It is perhaps irrelevant to po int out 
4. ~ -, p. 131. 
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that the great masters have resorted to no such obvious 
methods in depicting the tortured soul, though the calm 
citation of Aeschylus gives us a text. But it is not without 
significance that the device forced O'Neill to depart from the 
detached impartiality and sturdy truthfulness of his previous 
plays ."5 
Because of the use of t he masks in this play it becwm a study 
in psychology rather than study in character. Yank became a 
symbol of the deep protest against our modern civilization and 
the wa.sked faces symbolize the sick IIRchine age. 
In ~ Great God Brown, the mask finds its most complicated 
expression. Here it is a necessity to the action of the play 
itself, not an accessory as in fil God's Chillun Q.2! Wings. 
Because of the actors' l ack of skill in wearing the sks, the 
effects were not altogether successful. 
"In The Great God Brown the mask appeared again; but t his 
timeit as us'ed""to make obvious to the audience the 
difference between native impulse and the inner, less 
artifieial self which one presents to the world. Each 
actor carried a rubber talse-tace expression or his 
a ssumed attitude and, as often as O'Neill judged that the 
audience required to be told that he was socially tarrididdling, 
clap_ed it over his visage. Practica ly, the effect was far 
less successful than that of the masks in The Hairy Ape. 
llinile the actor v. as speaking , his chin worked up nd down 
against the rubber, with t he result that the laps of the 
ask moved i th precisely the e xpression of a goldfish 
gapi ng against its bowl of glass. But that was t he least 
of the damage . No actor needs to be told that the gres.t 
instruments of his art are his voice and his facial 
expressions. Those masks reduced. the voices behind them. 
to an inarticulate monotany void ot tone, color and vibrant 
force , an% ~11 facial expression to a single idiotic 
grimace • '' 
5. J'ohn Corbin, turday Review .2.f.Lite ature, Vol. 8, p . 694. 
6. Ibi ., Vol . a, p . 694. 
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Although, the actual use of the mask in the play was not 
so successful as in !h!, Hairy Ape, the idea forcing O'Neill to 
use it was just as sound. ~ Great ~ Brown is a bitter 
criticism of Puritan ideals struggling against Hellenism. It 
is the sto of man's false conceptions of morality and of his 
unnatural behavior. It seems to me that the mask could be 
effectively used for this age-old theme. However, even though 
the use of the mask was criticized when t his play was produced on 
Broadway, the play itself enjoyed a succ~ssful run. 
From this play of dramatizing the false ideals of Christianity, 
O' sill moves on to Lazarus Laughed. Ilere is not a denial but a 
complete atfirr:iation of t he 1tgood life." The mask is stressed in 
the opening scene one. 
"(All of these :people are IUBsked in accordance with the 
following scheme: There are seven periods of lites own: 
Boyhood (or Girlhood), Youth, Young Manhood (or Womanhood}, 
Manhood (or oma.nhood), Middle Age, Maturity and Old Age; 
and each of these periods is represented by aeven different 
masks of eneral t ypes of character as follows: Tho Simple, 
Ignorant; the Happy, Eager; the Self-Reliant; the Servile, 
Hypocritical; the Reven eful, Criel; the Sorrowful, Resigned. 
Thus in each crown (this includes among the men the Seven 
Guests who are comoosed o~ one ~ale of each period-type as period 
one--type one, period two--type two, and so on up to 
period saTen--type seven.) Th.ere are forty-nine different 
combixm.tions of period nd type. Each type has a distinct 
predominant color tor its costumes which varios in kind 
according to 1ts period. The reasks of the Chorus ot Old 
Mi,n al."1!, dcub.1.e the size ct the others. They ,re all seven 
in the Sorrowful, Resigned t ype of Old Age)." 
''Miriam is a slender, delicate woman of thi ty-t'1ve, dressed 
in deep black, who holds one of his (Lazarus) hands in both 
of hers, and keeps her li~s pressed to t. The upper part 
of her face is covered by a~ which conceals her forehead, 
ayes und nose, but leaves her mouth revealed. The mask is 
t e pure pallor of marble, the expression that of a statue 
of Worrian, of her eternal accept nee of the compuls ion of 
7. Eugene O'Neill, .2.E_. cit. p. 381. 
motherhood, the inevitable cycle of love into pain into joy 
and new love into separation and :pain again and the lonliness 
of age . The eyes of' the mask are almost closed. Their gaze 
turns within, oblivious to the live outside, as they dream down 
on the child forever in memory at her breast. ,t8 
"The mouth of ' riam is sensitive and sad, tender wit h an eager, 
understallding ~mile of self-forgetful love, the lips still fresh 
and young. Her skin, in contrast to t he sk, is sunburned and 
ea.rt -colored like tha t of' Lazarus. Marth , Iary and the two 
parent_ all wear full ..na.sks hich broadly reproduce their own 
characters. 1' 
"All the n::.as!rn of t hese Jews of the first two "cones of the 
pl ay ure pronouncedly Se tic . "9 
"As tho fight is a t its height a Roman Centurion an.d a squad of 
eight sol diers corr.e tramping u11 at the double-quick. They are 
all ma.eked . These Ro:cJan masks n and henceforth in the pl ay 
nre carried out according to t h.a same formula of Seve Periods, 
Seven Types, as th se of the Jews seem previously, except that 
the basis or eac f ace is Roman--heavy, domineeringi sclf-
complacent, the face of a confident do nant race." 0 
"He (Caligula) ~ears a half-mask of crimson, dark with a 
pu..~lish till[;e, that covers the upper part of his f ace to 
below the nose . This mask accentuates his bulging, prematurely 
wrinkled forehead, his hollo · te ples and his bulbous, sensual 
nose . His large troubled eyes, of a glazed greenish-blue, 
glare o t ith shifty feverish suspicion at everyone. Below 
his mask his own akin is of an anaemic transparent pallor. 
Above it , his hair is tbe curly bl.ond hai~ ot a child of six 
or seven. 
"VI lking With Caligula is Cneius Crassu8, A Roman gene al--a 
squat, muscular !ll!tn of sixtyi his :oa.sk that of a heavy battered 
face full of coarse humor.ttl 
In Lazarus Laughod, O'Neill employs the mask to indicate a state 
of m.i.nd. Again, he concentrates on the idea rather than on 
characterization. Only Lazarus is unmasked and this is significant 
in that Lazarus is the symbol of roan freed from all bondag~ and fear, 
8. 
~-, p. 283. 
9. Ibid., p . 38"' . 
10. Ibid., p. 399 . 
11. Ibid., p. 40'7 . 
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while all other character are ictims of human passions. 
"His counte £.Ce now might rell be that of the positive 
masculine Dionysus , closest to the soil of the Grecian 
G s, ~ Son of ~an, born of a ortal. Not the coorse, 
drunken Dionyauo, nor the effeminate God, but Dionysus in 
his middl period , more comprehensive in his symbolism, the 
ooul of th recurring seanons, of living and ding a. 
processes in eternal grO\".•th, of the in of' life stinir,g 
fore r in the sa and bloo and loem of things. nl2 
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The masks of Lazaruo Le.uglied ad.d to 1 ts pageant-like appearance. 
Ao a device to set in tho audience a st te of rilnd its use is 
justified. For tho group of plays, T'Ae Hairy Aue, The Great God 
- ~- -
BrO'l•".n, and Lazarus Laughed, O'Ne:ill is es ent ally interested in 
the idea back of the play, rath~r t ha the de-velo ent of the 
cl.o.racters as t b.e:r elv s . The ma ·s simply set've as a vehicle to 
transmit his idea o er the footlights. 
A.fter Lazarus Lau~hed, O'Neill does not actually put the sk 
back ou the te.ge; bo Tever, h snot lost his belief in it, as he 
unes t t:.e idea in !.burning Becon s Electra . 0 ' :foill uses the motive 
of ntrong far.lily resemblam:e t 1rougl1.o ,1t tl:e trilogy. 
"The moti7e of the re e lance among t e three men, Mannon , 
Oxrtn and Brant , is a great dra atic image; it provides a 
pr l.l l tot e Greek 1Wtive of a cursed house, and at the 
same time r mains modern and fresh. nl4 
Also Lavinia co s to look like Christine at t he end of the 
play; thus tte ourso beco s a thing i n comn.on witl'. every n:ember 
of t.he family. Lavinia's last a pearance is given. in this irect1on : 
"Her body, dreesed in deep mourning, gain appears flat-
chested and thin. Th.9 Mannon Mask-semblance of her face 
appears intensified now."15 
12. Ibid., p. 415 . 
14. Stark Young, ~~ Republic, Vol . 1, 1931. 
15. Eugene O'Neill, ~· .£!..!.:_ p . 858. 
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Thus O'Neill modifies the use ot the mask, but throughout 
the play we f eel that he is being strongly influenced b~r it. O'Neill 
does not use t his device in mere imitation of the Greeks , but he 
uses it obvio sly to gnin a certa i n i m~ression t hn t ho f eels the 
au ience will miss unless he a ccent .. t he word i n t his ~er. It 
bas not alw ys been successful, but all in all, O'Ncill ' s use of 
t e mask has been origin 1 and refr shing. 
The s oond visual device used by O'Neill is costuming . Although this 
is not o e of his :most obvious devices it is accurately used in a ll 
of his pl ays. Whene:rer he needs to portray his thematic mood , he 
al ·ays dro ses t e object effectively. His costumin is not oxaggerated 
but always represents the mood of t e play. 
In O' Nei ll ' s early one-act pl ays the costuming is simple and 
realistic i n tone. His one aet sea plays are dressed in sailor bows 
and knot s . This i s authentically done, as O' Neill sailed t he seas. 
Beyond ~Horizon,~ Christie 1 Diff'rent , and Welded are costumed 
realistically. These plays do not o~fer a problem to the costun:er as 
t hey are simply but appr opriately done . 
However , i n The Emper or Jones, O'Neill has ork~d out a more 
ambitioun pl n of costuraing . I n the first s cene Jones has on the 
trappi gs of royalty, but a.A t he play progresses he loses piece by 
piece t he trappings of civilization, until at t he end he is reduced 
to n mere breech-cloth. t could tell t he audlenee more clearly 
the effects of f r on this ,ril'.ll.iti e ne:ro soul? It i not by 
acc ident that Jones l oses i s clothes of royalty; necessity forces 
him to leave ,it by hit everyth ng he has built up around him until 
we see finally only t he naked fear-crazed negro. 
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In ~ Hairy ~e, O'Neill uses costumes to contrast the ape 
with a so-called superior civilization. Yank is dressed to 
suggest t he ape an t ~1e crov. on Fifth Avenue are over-dressed 
in t he latest mode of the day. efinitely, O'Neill uses the 
costume nere to suggest the elass differences and antagonisms 
that the mood of the play brings out. In the opening scenes 
Y nk is seen as a stoker on board a ship with a bare, hairy chest 
and Mil rd, the epitone of our civilization, is dressed in 
t he latest mode of the day. What a nice contrast! 
In D sire Under ~Elms, the stern puritanism o the piece \ 
i sugge ted in the clothing. Abbie wears the tight-laced bodice 
dress of black. The color and the style show the repression and l 
effects of bad conscience on these human being, for after all, 
the 1 y shov. s us that they are very human after all. Abbie for 
all her black dre sand reuressed manner becomes a victim of her 
love for Eben . The costumes definitely aid O'Neill in establishing 
the mood of this play and help the audience to sense something of ~ 
t he hidden houghts and p ssion that uproot this rock-ribbed new 
England family. 
In L zarus Laughed, O' eill's imagination carries him to 
great heights and his costuming is very appropriate for the tonal 
intensity e is driving for . The classic Greek flowing type of 
dress is used for Lazarus and nis followers ,--wh1le the Romans 
are dressed in the reg. lia of the Roman Centurians . Again , O'Neill 
uses the principle of contrast to aid him in his portray 1 of mood. 
In this play, O'Neill u ses more col or t han in e.ny of hia other 
plays. The eye i s rested with vivid blues, bright reds and 
yello, s . 0 ' 3ei ll ' s i magination i E: shown i n t he detail in which 
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he worked out t he problem o co t , i ng i n t his 1 borate dance- pageant . 
The dii'ference !)etween t he "dea. of Hellenism and of I:Iebra i sm is 
part i lly told by t he costumes i n thi s beautiful dream-drama. 
In Mourni£1S Beco.r:i.es El ectra v e ha ve t ho put'i t an t he e again. 
The clothes sugges t repression, a repression that t he .1.annon f amily 
cannot overcome and which finally beco es their curse--t e ,ir bad 
conscience . Finally it becomes such an overwhelming roali ty that 
t he black raiment of urning i s becoming to Electra. Undoubtedly 
0 ' Ueill had this :pictoria l. idea of the situation when he gave 
his tril ogy the name of Mourning Becon3s Electra . It is fitting 
and p oper tha t the last [annon (La in 'a) should fit herself 
into the habilihl nts of tragedy. 
So again ' lleill uses another device to convey t he tonal 
mood or his p l ay . He does not neglect anything if it is for the 
eye rear, but blends all devi ces into his achen e of unity that 
fus es h i s idoa int o a single mood . 
e t r,i.cd visu, 1 device 'Hei.11 uses to f urther his uni ty of 
i~pr ssioni s is t he nost important of t he group-- t he stage set tina. 
Settings be co ea rel problem to O' Noill as he r ealizes t he 
noces&i t } of fi ttirig t be picture of t he et to t he mood of the 
ploy, a s a means to a strengthening element for its t onal uni ty. 
}~ver y p l ay appeals primarily to the sen@of hearing, but aided and 
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intensified by visual 1magery~16 In every play O'Neill bas considered 
the setting as a.n active agent in helping him create that tonal 
atmosphere which envelopes most of his plays. 
"O'Neill is a master in creating an emotional atmosphere. 
SometinBS this atmosphere is achieved without departure 
from the actual. O'Neill's plays gain in eftectiven .. e 
by this adherence to a surface truth, but they just as 
surely gain by their departure from it. It is almost as 
if to O'Neill the external and the internal - the body and 
spirit - were not two things, but one. Such a harmonious 
welding of available l'.ll:lans for the accomplishment of an end, 
is surely the aim of the new movement, expressionism in 
the theatre."17 
First, I shall point out the plays with simple, realistic sets 
which help portray the hidden truth beneath the surface. In nany of 
his plays O'Neill is the stern realist, and this is particularly 
noticeable in his backgrounds. In his early one-act plays, realistic, 
atmospheric settings intrigue him to the exclusion of .-verything 
else. Thirst is pla ed on a raft, mid-ocean. Another one of this 
group interesting enough to comment on is Fog. The setting calls for 
a heavy fog and this device of setting is indicative ot a state of 
mind and is used again in Anna Christie wherein the use is both 
realistic and symbolistic. In practically all of these early one-act 
plays the realism of sea-life is predominant in the settings. In 
Bound ~ !2£. Cardiff the scene is the se8ILV3.n'a forecastle of 
a British tramp steamer, Glencairn. The Glencairn one-acts are 
essenti lly realistic sea pictures. ·hen this play was first 
produced at Provinceto ill with George Cram (J1g) Cook as Yank, the 
setting was truly realistic. As Susan Glaspell writes: 
16. Sophus Keith int her, Eugene O'Neill, p. 247. 
17. Grace Anschut z,~ Drama, April, 1926, p. 279, 280 -
Expressionistic Dra.r::ia in the .American Theatre. 
ttI n:ay see it through memories too emotional, but it seems 
to me I have never sat before a more moving produetion t han 
our Bound East for Cardif~ •••• Jig (Cook) was Yank.ff 
The night ofthe opening there -rms a fog in the harbour, just 
as it is described in the script. 11The tide was in, and it 
washed under us and around, s p.rayin throu h t he holes in 
t he floor. olS 
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0 ' Neill gives us an interesting note on The ~ 21_ the Carri bees: 
"In ~ Moon, ;eoseq._ !£ainst ~ background 2.!_ that beauty, 
sad· because it is eternal, which is one of the revealing 
moods of the sea's truth, his silhouetted gestures of self-
pity are reduced to their proper insignificance, his thin whine 
of weakness is lost in the silence which it was mean enough 
to disturb, we get the perspective to judge him--and the 
others--and we find his sentimental posing much more out of 
harmony With truth, much less in tune with beauty, than tbe 
honest vulgarity of his mates."19 
The set of Beyond the Horizon is suggested by the title of the 
play. The horizon is seen by the eye and t he mind knows that the 
ever present hori zon is the prison that holds Robert prisoner to 
the farm and suggests his limitations in not being tree to follow 
his dreams. In his last speech Robert refers to the horizon: 
"{He raises himself on his elbov1, his face radiant and 
points to the horizon.) Loot! Isn't it beautiful beyond 
t he hills? I can hear t he old voices callin~ me to come. 
(Exultantly) And this time I•M going! It isn't the end. 
It's a free beginning - the start of my voyage! · I've won 
my trip - the right of release - beyond t he horizon."20 
In Emperor Jones the setting is interesting. The first scene 
is a room in the Palace, and the only furniture is a huge chair 
18. Barrett H. Clark, Eugene O'Neill, p . 84. 
19. Ibid., pp. 82, 83 (Italics are mine) 
20. C.H. Whitman, Contemporary Plays , p. 528. 
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which Jones uses as a throne. In this scene we !3ee hil!l. with all the 
ass~d trappings of r yalty. This scene le.st.a for only a small part 
·cf the play . In the seco d scene Tne Great orest begins and before 
t he p'lay is ov,~r "'le pluDGe deep r and deeper i:::rto this dark for-est or 
despair that finally overwhelms Jones. Cleon. Throekmortan designed 
this set for Emperor Jones. 
In Anna Christie, O'Neill returns to the "old devil sea". Again 
we have sea, ships, sailors. The fog is used here to suggest the 
cleansing, regenerating agent. In the movie, in which Greta Garbo was 
starred in the title role, the fog was used realistical y . 
In the Hairy Ape the entire setting is realistic and symbolic. 
It begins i n the hold oft e steamer where "Yank" aeen.s t o belong - then 
the Fiftb venue set, where ha distinctly does not belong and finally 
the cycle is completed when he returns to the zoo. Cleon Throc;-anortan 
also designed the set for this unu u.al pl ay. 
In Desire Under the ~ tbe farm plays an important p rt in the\ 
action. From. the first line of the pl y, throughout the enti:re action, L 
( greed fo~ the l and is apparent. This ls sugeested in the setting. Even \ 
in the final speech ~f the play this is a~parent . \ 
" heriff. · ( looking around at the farm enYiously--to his comp nion) 
It ' s a j i - dandy f rm, no denyin'. ,i i she I owned it! n21 
.-"'/ 
·esides t , r ~m, the s~t f th house is unusual. T' e Interiors 
of tr.a tv:o ber r oms on the top f oor are sb.ovm. 
11 About eight in the evening. 'I'he interior of the two bedrooms on 
the top floor is shown. Eben is sitting on the side of his bed in 
the room on the left. On account of th~ heath has taken off 
everythinc but his under shirt and pants. His feet are bare . He 
faces front, broodifig moodily, his chin propped on his hands, a 
desp rate expression on his faee. 
21. Eugene O'Neill, ~ . ill•, p. 206. 
l 
I 
"bbie. (indifferently) Mebbe . {In the next room Eben gets 
up and paces up and down distractedly. bbie hears him. Her 
eyes f sten on the intervening wall with concentrated 
attention. Eben stops; consciously he stretches out his arms 
for her and she half rises. Then aware, he mutters a curse 
at hir:..self and flings himself f ace down ard on the bed, his 
cloncLed fists above his head, his face buried in the pillow • 
. bbie relaxes wit h a faint sigh but her eyes remain fis:ed on 
t t e wall; she listens i1.th all her attention for so novement 
frOI!J Eben). tt22 
V, e see the stern, inhibited, puritanical atmosphere of the 
Ne England farm--the play is ma.de tragic by the inexorable laws 
that transcend even this atmosphere. Robert Edmond Jones designed 
this revolutionary set. 
In~ Fountain, O'Neill conceives a play in a poetic mood. 
The set is designed tll romantic beauty . The Fountain is in the 
center of the stage and 1 s a symbol of eternal youth and life. 
It is expressive ot the poem O'Neill uses over and over in the 
play. 
ttLove is a flower 
Forever blooming 
Life is a fountain 
:rorever l eaping 
Upward to catch the golden sunlight, 
Striving to reach the azure heaven; 
Falling, falling, 
Ever returning 
To kiss the earth that the flower may live."2~ 
M rco Millions is a glorified pagent , a veritable feast for the 
eyes. "O'Neill in the first act of Marco Millions passes in review 
the architectural facades of five separate civilizations during 
thirty inutes of playing time."24 
22. ~-, pp . 170, 171. 
23. Eugene O'Neill, ~ Stage J:.!!.. Set , p. 111. 
24. Ibid ., p. 38. 
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It is an extravaganza that should be played on a revolving 
stage because of t he many complicated settings required. Robert 
Edmond Jones was the artist that gave t he Theatre Guild the 
elabor t e Oriental setting. The setting, as O'Neill describes 
it, is uch too complicated for the ordinary stage . 
ttMa.rco 1lill i ons is of course a see a-designer's holiday 
and nowhere ore so t han in its opening scenes before 
a mosque, A Budd.hist temple, and the Great ra11 of China. 
In each o~ t he se O'Neill calls for t he figures of a ruler, 
a priest, a soldier, in a semi-circle consisting of a 
mother nursing a baby, tic childr en playing, a young couple 
in loving embrace, middle-aged couple, an old couple, and 
a coffin.n25 
The prologue is played before a sacred tree on a vast plain 
i n Persi a near t he confines of India . 
The ne xt scene is the exterior of Donata 's home on a canal 
Venice . 
The next scene, is t he i nterior of t he Papal Legate Palace 
at Acres. 
Scene Threo - The front of a Mohanmedan masque. 
Scene Four - The front of a Buddhist Temple . 
Scene Five - A section cf the Great Wall of China with an 
enormous shut gate. 
Scene Six - The grand t hrone room i n the Palace of Kublai, 
the Great Khan, in the City of Cambaluc, Cathay. 
25. Ibi d ., p . 116. 
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"The scene is rovealed as the Grand Throne Room in the palace 
of ? ublai, the Cre · t Kaan , in the cit ' of Cambaluc, Cathay--
a., 1.m.~ens e octag nal room, the lofty walls adorne in gold 
ad silver. In the f ar rear wall , vlthin deep rec&ss like 
the s.i.rino of an idol, i s t e t l l.' One of the Great Kaan . It 
rises in three tiers , three s tepe to ti l'. On golden 
cushion at the top Kubl ai sits dressed in his heavy gold 
r obe of · t i-it • n26 
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Laza us Laughed has never be n attempted professional ly b'caUEe 
of i ts difficulty to pro uce. Gilmore B1'0wn produced 1 t at the 
Pasadena Co.tm11uni ty Playhou e . Halpb. daws writes of thin performance. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
"Brown accomplished t hings that the arty magazines have 
talked about for years, but hlch I have never seen successfully 
done before. I mean in the grouping and movi ng of his 
crowds , the opposition of group and group i n mass and 
rhythmic movement , with individual figures orkine again t 
t l.en like sh&rp bits of detail guinst a textured fa.bric. 
He used two levels , ne about seven f eet above the other, 
arranged i n blo ks , with steps this vm .. y and th.Rt, pylons, 
screens and decorative accessori~s, differently set and li t 
for t he different episodes •••• out of e •••• Pichel (who 
played Lazarus) w .. s a.ma.zi ng ••• But the play seemed verbos e: 
t he thins was too dacned long . ~27 
This ~lay is i ndicative of a modern trend in art. 
"But the single characteristic common to almost every play of' 
t e nineteentil ca:i..tu1-y t hat we no classify a odern is the 
tu dcncy to attack tho sacrosanct traditions of' its generation, 
its ste reotyped not i ons of heroi sm, patriotism, honour , love, 
and duty--in g ner l, its accept ed concepts of right and wrong. 
How little this tend ncy ho.s to do with realislfl or t he shape 
of tho prosceniun arch is proved by the fact that it per ists 
in such ~oetic :fantasies as Lazarus Laughed and Paul Among~ 
Jews. O'Neill revives Lazarus in order to procla im a conception 
ot iI!ll"'..ortalit that has no connection with Christian doctrina."28 
"It was also called an elaborate pageant ith m 1sie as t he 
predominant noto."29 
Eugene 0 ' Neill , .2.£.. cit., p . 241. 
Clark, 2.E.• cit., p . 182 . 
~ Simonson, 2J2_. , ill• , p . 88. 
Barrett Clark, .2J2.., cit, p. 183. 
If the movies could take this imaginative play and produce it 
artistically, since the legitimate stage cannot handle it, Hollywood 
would justify its existence in the eyes of the artistic world. 
pynano h s a symbQlic sett1ng. O'Neill was inspired to do 
it in this way. Kenneth MacQuowan described its origin. 
"On day a few yee.rs go O ' Ne 11 stood watching a dynamo 
at a pl ant near Ridgefield, Connecticut, where electricity 
is generated from the waters of New Engl.and rivers. There 
was so thi1g in the machine tha t suggested a new god, just 
as t he stone images of t he past symbolized the old gods . 
The great hydro-electric generator in t he :play "is huge and 
black, ~i th son:ethi ng of a great ma.ss:l.ve ebony idol about 
it, the 'excit r' set on the ma.in structure like a round 
head wit h oblong eyes above the squat torao."30 
Robert Edmond Jones wit the designer of this striking set.31 
30. ~ -, p . 188. 
31. Lee Si monson, Op •. cit., pp . 459, 460, 461. 
"A designer is more truly creative when he fails with the 
poet, as I did with O'Neill in Dynamo, than when he succeeds 
with t he playwright who is nothing more than an observer. 
I have never shared more directly the excitement, the 
adventure, and the power of t he modern theatre than in 
following the trail of O' Neill 's mind from a power-house 
on a Connecticut river to the play that 1 t inspirud. When 
I first read the .cript, how incredible the singing, crooning 
dynamo seemed, how strained the effort to apo trophize it as 
a god whose commands could be interpreted! I visited the 
power- house. I heard the swish of water in the sluice below, 
a r ·shine accom;po.niment to the one dyna."110 that ha pened to 
be running at so many hundred revolutions per minute. It 
had a distinct musical no~e. I noticed that the recording 
dial was not working . "How c n you keep tra ck of it?" I 
ask d the sunerintendent. *'Oh. I kno by the sound, n be 
r~plied . Here was a technician, like a violinist tuning his 
instrument, relying on his senRe of musical pitc to control 
a machine hose fluctuations had to be mathematically exact. 
I passed the transformers where the lazy current of~ river 
had been transmuted into an electric current of thirty 
t ousand volts. The he t generated by the change was so 
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~reat that v.ater could no longer cool the transformer; it bad to 
be jacketed in cylinders of t he heaviest oil. I pas,od a 
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The set is startling to say the least and seems to be a distinct 
switch-board where tiny red and green lights blinked and winked, 
signalling changes of load that released enough energy to turn 
t he wheels of entire factories or to l' ght a small city. I 
stood in front of the condensers on an upper story E:lre the 
thirty thousand vol ts of curr nt ere f'ed to the main trunsmiosi on-
line. I was warned to kee ten feet back of a protecting rail . 
The electric ener y streaming through a co~mer wlre at this :point 
was so great that a statics erk might jump across t he gap and 
burn me everely. No insulation invented could protect I!l9 from 
t hose copper wires . If I touched one I would fl-roe like a I!Y:itch 
and be consur:ied in an inst, t to :rizy- very bones. I noticed that 
the porcelain insulators had much t be sa ,e form s certain 
ceremonial v s~s i Chin se temples. I listened to accounts of 
the terror of one thunderstorm when lightning struck a po er-
line mils away and the immense flow of current, short-circuited, 
shot bac' , and burned out one dynamo as i f its windings had been 
so much paper. 
"Here was water t hat became fire, energy tha t sang a monotonous 
tune, that did eroon like a lull by and then becl:11.W incandescent 
light. Here was po~er that could giTe man the strength of a god 
able to move mountains, the source of blind energy th t could 
execute his commands over a network of oetallic nerves beyond 
t he reach or his eyes, that coul d light his way thro h dar kness, 
reclaim him from toil, and, if not propitiated, consu e him with 
flame. As I left common l ace bare brick and steel power-house, 
I w s totiched with a terror and a veneratio for the invisible 
f orces controlling modern life t hat are potentially its 
salv tion and its destruction, its heaven and its hell. I have 
left ny cathedrals less awed and hw'Jbled. I had be,.m at a. 
shrine lihere an invisible miracle was daily performed, a trans-
substanti tion no less miraculous t han t h t of the Mass . And 
the purely matbeJ11.atical calculation of engineers had given 
porcelai insulators the s ne beauty off r that ancient artists 
had given to te1aple vessels. 
"ReJ.•eading U ei ' l's scx•ipt , I seemed to underst~nd for the first 
time ·the myth of P::t· metheus the fire-bringer . t understood why 
prinlitive peoples ad cringed in terro~ before t hu ne.bolts and 
elected altars to invisible gods . I had experienced, t hrough a 
poet's instght, be wonder, the hu.~ility and nride, the hunger 
f or power, the ecst sy of c ll1ng t forth , in hich l'eligions 
are born. 
"l o ot fo moment p ~ tend t h&t I succeeded in putting any of 
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product of the machine age . 
In Mourni•g B0co.:oos Electra, O'Neill solves his ,oat 
diffi cult problen of .ettin . His own note concerning this 
problem sl O\, s the horough nner in which he plies his trade . 
"Mu::;t et Noro dis e.nces &nd perE:ipective--more sense of fate." 
O'Neill t .rou ·h hiB scenic proportion ives this sense of 
f ate tbr,t ov&rha s the trilogy. T'ne audience first vi , 's the 
gat es, then t he yard and walks, then the porticoa a d fi u lly 
t he reat h use of , nnon itbelf t bo entered cautio~sly. Who 
would enter into t ::- i3 :f'orbiddiug house ny 0th r v1.ay . 
this into my sot~ing. ~ e pl ay i tself failed at its climax 
1rhen O' Ne i ll's 'l:,,num.o became a archaic god th t cold e xact 
nothing more t ~an an nl1ilo t patholoGical desire for oexual 
purj ty. Th t !..a,.a of the _play wa& s hort-circ ited before 
it r eac ad exnreooion . Neva1·theless I continue to hope 
that t he play ill be re ;ritten and ta the projected trilogy 
of which it was to bo a part will be completed. I continue 
to feel t h t in ~amo O •reill touched the sources of odern 
faith and despair more nearly than in exploring so much more 
successfully the insatiable desires of one modern wo1:.1S.n for 
s tisfaction in sex or in tracing the meaning of fate an 
rat~ibution t hro t e forbidden passions of one New England 
f ly. For Dyn~mo , despite its f a ilure in erformance, ~as 
more n~arl y t he kind of succese, the.. t t he t ,1eatre needs today 
than hundreds of its present successes. In setting Dynamo, 
in sharing a poet's intuition , in accepting his symbols, 
in attempti g to :make t he commonplace mocb.anical shapes of 
our ."ndust i al environment significant o · the forces for 
good an evil that t ~ay released, in building t hem i nto a 
rost U!n on hi ch tho hope and despair of our effort today 
to dominate our.,elvos am t he world about ua could be voiced--
I understoof how t ho deaigning fa s~age setting could be 
made a er e tive act, whoth r or· not I mys lf could lilE.lke i 
one ." 
O'Neill continues in his notes: 
"Pattern of exterior and interior scenes, beginning and 
ending with exterior in each play--with one ship scene at 
the center of the second play (this , center of whole work) 
emphasizing sea background of family and symbolic motive 
of sea as means of escape and release. 
"Develop South sea Island motive--its appeal for them all 
{in various aspeots}--rel.ease, peace, security, beauty, 
freedom of eonscience, sinlessness, etc. longing for the 
primitive--and ~thes symbol--yearning for prenatal non-
competitive freedom from. :fear--mke this island theme re-
current motive."32 
O'Neill realizes the value of repetiton in art and also in 
alternation. He achieves variety in a striking and forceful way 
in this alternation of interior and exterior scenes. The first 
time he uses this device is in Beyond ~Horizon, and carries 
t he idea through Mourning Becomes Electra. Jo Mielziner gave 
O'Neill the execution of his ideas for background that were so 
satisfying to the eye. Note the classical idea in the lines: 
"It is a large building of the Greek temple type ••••• A white 
wooden portico with six tall columns." Although O'Neill was 
conscious of the Greek influence in writing Mourning Becomes 
Electra, he also realized that tragedy is universal. "Yet 
the principles of the drama. are eternal; the emotions or men 
throughout the world differ only in detail or stress, not in 
essentia.ls."33 
32. Sophus Keith 11nther, .212.•, .£!..i• p. 265. 
33. Bouamy Dobree, ~ Southern Review, 1937. 
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O'Neill realizes trom his apprentice one acts that his settings 
strike the right atmospheric note at once for the subject matter that 
follows. He spares no detail, whether it be realistic or symbolistic 
to catch that impressionism that is such a factor in his plays. After 
seeing~ Christie we can almost feel the fog whenever we think of 
the play. ~ Fountain will always bring to mind the visual loveliness 
of its external form • .:.,mperor ~ones remind us of the forest of 
despair. Desire Under the ~ brings to mind that stern puritanical 
background with all its inhibition that was unable to restrain the 
human fires it housed. The Oriental lavishness of Marco Millions 
is a scenic artist's paradise. The impossibility of achieving the 
pictures in Lazarus Laughed is a challenge to the future and Mourning 
Becomes Electra is a triumphant blending of repressed New England 
and classic Greek. In Daza Without End, the cross is used 
symbolically on the stage. 
Through these varied and highly significant uses of settings, 
undoubtedly O'Neill realizes that what the eye sees enhances the 
dramatic value ot his script. He uses every possible tee ique to 
entice the eye toward that final effect that he is after . Whatever 
ideas are back of his play, he obviously goes after scenic devices 
that can be utilized to hel p paint the pictures he conjures. 
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In this play O' Neill uses the Greek chorus to gi ve a background of 
Dionyseas philosophy. It adds to the pageant-like movement of the play 
and is a distinct aid in achieving that joyousness of mood that the title 
suggests . 
The chorus of Mourning Becomes Electra i s used in a more modifi ed 
f orm, but it is a definite part of the somber i icture of the Mannon story . 
The chorus is made up of townspeople who tell the necessa.ry f acts to lay 
the background of the modern Agamemnon story. O'Neill uses the chorus to 
i ntroduce the note of impending danger f oreshadowing the disaster that is 
bound to f ollow. 
The sound of music and chants is an ever present device in 0 1 Neill ' s 
plays to assist that i ntensity of impressionism of his creations . The 
drums in~ of The Carribbees are used to suggest the i nevitability and 
insistence of the sex urge . The plot is an incongruous situation against 
a beautiful background i ntensified by this never ending beat and throb of 
the drum. The rhythm is f i rst sensed when the curtain rises and this 
direction is given ~ 11A melancholy negro chant, faint and far off, drifts, 
crooning, over the water. " 4 The music continues with: 
"(He sings) As I was a- roamin ' do1'!1 Par adise 
Street-----
All . a- a- ay, blow the man downt 
Driscoll . As I was a- roam.in ' down Paradise Street----
All . Give us some time to blow the man dovm.1 
5. Ibid., P• 418 . 
4. Eugene O' Neill , The Grea t God Brown, p. 199 . 
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Chorus 
Blow t he man dovm, boys , oh, blow t he man down! 
na-a.-ay , blow the r:an down! 
As I was a-rownin' down Paradise Street--
Give us some tima to blow the man do n! 
Dri s.coll. _ 1)retty young ma.1den I chanced for to meet. 
All. ··a-a-ay , blow the man dOJA'Il! 
Driscoll . A pretty yowig maiden I chanced for to meet. 
All. Give us so~ time to low the man down! 
Chorus 
Blow the mar. dovrn, boys, oh, blow the man down! 
Pa-a-ay, blow the man down! 
A nretty young maiden I chanced for to meet. 
· Give us some time to blow the man down? ,.5 
A little later this direction, "The mournful cadence of the song from 
the ahore can again be f aintly heard. " SW1fty says, "Dru:m that song of 
thelrs" . Yes, ne damns it, but it is too strong f'or him. and he gives in 
just as the other merabe:r-s of the ere do. The rhythm and slngi ng become 
more intense until a ter the dancing scene ; then they finally d1e down 
until .. eh ve t h is di~ection ~t t he end of this play, 
11There is silence for e seco or so , bro.ken only by ttle haunted, 
saddened voice of that brooding music, faint and far-off, 1 ke t he 
mood of the moonli ht made audible . 11 6 
In !11:. God's Chillun ~ Winf s, s inging i s used to intenRify the 
feeling . The orig oi' the t nor in .A ct I. Sce:c.e IV, tells thi tragic 
story of raci 1 maladjustment . 
~From the street of the blacks to the right a Negro tenor sings 
in a voice of shadowy richness--the first stanza with a conte:ited,. 
child-like melancholy-
Sometimes I feel like a mourn.in • dove, 
So~~timea I feel like a mourning doe, 
So:netimes I feel like a mourning dove, 
I fee~ like a l!lOurning dove 
Fee· like a mourning dove. 
The second wit h a dreamy, boyish exultance--
SonetiMes I feel l ike an eagle i n the air , 
5 . Ibid_., p. 202. 
6. .!El:!·, p . 220 . 
is to i"'ollow. 
Sometimes ! feel like ;J,n e,;aglg, in tile air,. 
Some,t:uue~ I feel like f'eln ei.1gle i.'l the ai:r, 
I f' eel like ru:l es.gle in the i:dr. 
Feel like Oll. sa.gle in the fiir. 
Sometimes I rd.~h th!'it It d 11.ever been born, 
Sometimes l wish thE4 Pd neve,1"' h~e.n 'bo:i:>n, 
SometiJnes ! 1ds.h that I*d never been born, 
I rd.sh that :ttd never been bon2. 
Vd .. sh thrti.t Itd nev&r been bol"ll .. ti 7 
UJUtto.... (_operiin.[r; b:.is eytlB 1iU1d lookirtg a~tter tl1-Era, .a t,en.de·r ~rrdle. 
on hia lips) Yeat Go where Beauty is! Singl {F1·oc11 outside the voices 
of B-e-&triz ,.:1x1d his Nepilew' arc heard mingling i.ri their versio:n of the 
founttd.r:, song) 
t.o,re ls a floym:r 
Forever blooming 
Beaut,y a fountain 
Ft,reve:i'.' :flowing 
Upward into the source of sI:inshine, 
tri,wetrd in.to tb.~ UiTIUre he.8:ven; 
One ·l.'l'ith God ·but 
Ever returning 
To kiss the eart,h th.~':t the flower may live. 
(Jufm listens in a:r.1. ecstr0.sy, borns hiI-'> head, weeps. !'hen sinks bae:t 
with clesi&d eyes exhaustedly.. Li..1iis en.te~s frora the mo:riEste!'y) 
Lu:ts.. (Hurries forward in <>.larm) 
indigm2n:t) Have they lost all feeling? 
for the ao.or in rear) 
Jumd (He hetil'S the so:ng c.nd i~ 
I will soon r:1top--(He at;:;-,rts 
.Juar.i.. (in a ring:i.ng voice) Hol I Billl tb.Bt songt One arust iaecept, 
~bsorb, give back, bGco:me or,eeelf a ey:mboU Ponee d!!:, Leon is pastl 
7.. Ibid.. pp .. 109-110 •. 
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He is resolved into the thou.sand ood of' beauty that ak up happiness-
color of the, sunset, of tomorrow' daw, breath of the great 'l'r de wind-
sunlight on grass, ~ insect' s song, the rustle of le&ve, an antts mbi-
tions. {In an ecstasy) Ob, Luis, I begin to know eternal youth1 I have 
found my- Fountain1 0 Fountain of temity, take ba.c· this drop, my sou11 
(Be dies . Luis bows his head and -~eeps) 
Father Superior. (enters from the rignt) Vespers. (Then in~ voice 
of awe as he ste ces e.t Juan) I he-dead? 
Luis., (Aroused-exaltedly) rot e lives in God1 Let us pl" Y• 
(Luis sinks on bis knees beside Ju,an • s body, t..~e Father Superior beside 
him. He lifts bis eyes 6.?ld clas ed hEillds to heaven nd prays fervently . 
The voices of Beatriz t.nd the l'ephew in tbe fount in song aeeiJl to ri e to 
fill exultant pitch. Then the chant of the monks swells out,, deep and 
vibrant. For a moment the two strains blend into harmony, fill the eir 
in an all-comprehending hymn of the mystery of life as 
The Curt in F ls(~ 8 
Here the elody helps the theme of immortality in nature and the 
music gives the pl y inspira tion and beauty. 
In Mourning Becomes fil.ectra O' Neill gives us sn interestin note on 
the ~usie he uses in the p1 y. 
"The chanty ' Shenc.ndoah'--use this more-as '"' sort of theme .,ong-
it timple sed rhyth of hopeleas sea lor:ging peculi rly significant-:.. 
ev n the stupid words 2ave striking ·neaning hen considered in rel tion 
to tragic ev~t .. in playu 9 
Here O' Neill uses the music nd the :iinging to suggest that de .. ire 
that the annons felt for rels~s . If only they could e~c p their f~te. 
O'f.'eill u.:oe this song 111. eonneetion. nth the recurring the of e8cape 
to the South Se Isl~nds . If only the elippeir ship could c~rry them a~ay 
to :release, seeurity, freedom frO!!l consci nee all would be ell,. but s,J.as 
tlleir bE:.ckground c pelE this and the song gi~"es an added note of futile 
desire to this tragic story. This wraith of a song ~pp r again end again 
throughout this aombre tale of inhibited 1ew En-land. 
B. Ibid., pp 1911 192. 
9. inther, ~ophua Keith, Eugene 0 ' ~~~11 , P• ~os 
noh, Shenandoah, I long to hear you 
Away, my rolling :river. 
Ch, Shenandoah, I ean•t get near you 
·a:y-... y , I'm bound .w :y 
ero-ss tho wide fil#s·souri. 
"Oh, She.n .doah, I 1 -ve your daughter 
1:.-way, my rolling ri ei·." 10 
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,e all seek rele .se through mu~ie and the Mru:mons were h an .rter 
all, c£ught in -ebs .nd ent anglements t,h.c t were bo;.yond hum • solving •. 
In al o. t every play 0 ' eill h· 11ritten, mueic is introduced. Re 
realizes the pow r of" JtUsic to soothe, excite and suggest. He employs 
sie feo-les l y to dd to the il pr seionism tat he is tryill<l to create. 
O"Neill obviousl y t~ es certain i nd of mudc for each effect, as each 
tie he use~ it, it i in eh rQeter. O' N~ill u~es oth r ingenious 3ound 
to achieve bi tontl intensity. They a.re novel, l:>Omet.i.meE: realistic, 
so etime~ yymboli~tic. As the drums er used to suggest sex in The !oon , 
O' Neill use them or another pur~~e in E!!lpe1or Jones. Rera their co -
stlmt throbbing is to suggest fear . In the beginn g of the p cy he sound 
i s barely e:udible t as the action progre~sep a.nd the forest closes i."l on 
the Enpero-r, the drums beeome louder and more in~is.teut until 6.11 forees 
unite i n overwhel i ng him. The drums add inten~ity, and thei r rhythlll 
helps weave the net of fe~r thct finally ensnare Jones. Toe urmur d 
spl ~shing of the ater in the fo1.mta.in used i n the setting of ~ Fountain 
sugge ta the ever runr.ing s t ream of lif e--.forever recurring i n bee: t.y and 
rhythm.. The Bell in De. ire Unger ~ filJ!!!_ is not only excellent device 
to open the pl y • th, but .lso ignifies the call to love · id th f e 
F.ngland ~ett1ng. The ound of the bel 1 relee.sed the rock- ribbed -cha eters 
that had been tr~ine through g er tions to smother their genuine assiona. 
10. Engen oi ill, Op. cit. p. 727,. 
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This note demonstrates what part sound devices had in his conception of 
that modern fable Dynamo . 
11 Sounds and off- s t age effects can be as integrally related to drama . 
The Hairy Ape must be lighted by the glow of his particular hell in a 
steamer's stokehold, and the rhythmic crunch of coal is as essential an 
accompaniment t o bis diatribes as the chant of any chorus. Shortly be-
fore Dynamo went into rehearsal , the following memorandum was received 
from O' Neill: 
The stage effects in Part One and Part Three (the thunder and light-
niug in Part One , and the sound of the water flowing over the ne~r-by 
dam and the hum of the generator in Part fi,o) : 
"I canno.t stress too emphatically tho iiaportance of starting early 
i n rehearsals to get these effects exactly right. It must be realized 
that these are not incidental noises but significant dramatic overtones 
that are an integral part of that composition in the theatre which is the 
whole play. I f t hey are dismissed until the l ast dress rehearsals (the 
usual procedure in my experience) , then the result must inevitably be 
an old melodrama. thunderstorm, and a generator sounding obviously l i ke a 
vacuum cleaner; not only wil l the true values of these effects be lost 
but they will make the play look foolish . 
nr may seem to be a bug on the subject of sound in the theatre--but 
I have reason . J---once said that the difference between my plays and 
other contemporary work was that I always wrote primarily by ear f or the 
ear, that most of my plays , even down to the rhythm of the dialogue~ had 
the definite structural quality of a musical composition. This hits the 
nail on the head . It is not that I consciously strive after this but that, 
willy nilly , my stuff takes that fon~ . (Vfhether this is a transgression 
or not is a matter of opinion . Certainly I believe it to be a great vir-
tue, al.though it is the principal reason why I have been blamed f or use-
less repetitions , which to me were significant recurrences of theme . ) But 
the point here is that I have al.ways used sound in plays as a structural 
part of them. Tried to use, I mean- f or I've never got what the script 
called for (even in "Jones"), not because what I specified couldn't be 
done but because I was never able to overcome the slip- shod, old- fashioned 
disregard of our modern theatre for what ought to be one of its superior 
opportunities (contrasted with t he medium of the nov·el , f or example) in 
expressing the essential rhythm of our lives today. This sounds compli-
cated but to illustrate: This 1s a m&chine age which one would l ike to 
express as a background f or lives in plays in overtones of characteristic, 
impelling and governing mechanical sound and rhythm--but ho can one , un-
less a corresponding mechanical perfection in the theatre is a reliable 
string of the instrument (the theatre as a whole) on which one composes? 
The only answer is, it cannot be done. Looking back on my plays in which 
significant mechanical sound and not music is ce;iJ.led for (nearl y all of 
the best ones) I can say that none of them has ever really been t-~oroughly 
done in the modern theatre although they were written for it. Some day I 
hope they will be--and people are due to be surpri~ed by the added dramatic 
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emotion that each play has. O'Neill r ealizes that all the arts can serve 
him and he unhesitatingly calls upon Calliope and Terpsichore to a.id him 
in presenting all the pic~ure, not just a fragment of the whole. 
We come now to the most important pa.rt of O 'N ill' s :pla;ys--tha words 
themselves. What does he have to say? O'Neill has a vast problem in 
diction as his lays touch upon almost every phase of human life . He gives 
us the coarse, crude speech of the Glencairn s&ries, t he colloquial sounds 
of Ah! Vil erness, and the refined , restrained spe ch or the Mannons. 
O'Neill uses realistic speech whenever possible. Re knows that 
realistic diction adds sincerity to the piece . In all his apprentice 
group the diC'tion is enti ly roalis1;ic, subtly blen.ded with symbolism 
as in~ Fog, Thirst, ~ Rope , Beyond ~ F'"°rizon . His line in his sea 
plays are uthentic and sea-tar.gad . ' Heill lived a sailor's lifa for 
years and he knew their jar n . 
Tho diction is f'itting tn Beyond the Horizon a.a the line proclairn Robert 
to be the d1·eawer and Andr·ew the pl actical oon of the Soil. T ese lines 
are t ypical: 
Andre•· ( seaiI13 Robert has not noticed his presaneo--in a ou shout). 
Hey th r ' • (Robert t rns with a start . Se"i:DS vho it is, he nmi .es.) 
Gosh, you do take the -prize for daydreumiug! .And. I sue you I ve toted one 
of th~ olrl books alo.o~ with yo-:1. (Ho eras Bes tL.e ditch o.nd. oi ts on the 
fence n. ar his brother . ) ihat is it this time--poetr , I'll bet. (He 
reaches f'or the book.} Let :i:re see . 
hobert (ll~ ndir>,c it to him rat!1er rel ctt ntly) . Look 0;1t yvu don't 
get it full of dlrt . 
l.:n: rt;s ( ,-,1a,1c ing at his hand ) • 'l'hat i sn't irt--i ti:. ~ ·:>l.i clean earth. 
{He t urns over the pages . His oyes :t•ead something and he gi es an exclama-
tion of disgi.l.St . ) Eump'. a h a :provo1' ir...c gri n at l.li s brother he reads 
aloud in u doleful, sing-song voice.) ~r hu~ loved wind and light and the 
bright sea.. But holy ancl most sacred night , not as I love tllld he.ve loved t hee. 
(He hands the boo ck." Here! Take it and bury it. I sup~ose it's that 
yeo.r in c llege gave you a likir.i; for that ki:.:rd o'!: stuff . I'm darn glad I 
stopped a t Iligh School , or may·oe I ' d been c ra.zy too. H grins and slaps 
Robert on the back affectionately.) Imagine me reading poetry and plowing at 
the saioo time! T'.ue team' d run away, I ' ll bet. Robert .{laughing), Or picture 
r;ie p owin , . ) "12 
1 2 . ':hi tman, .Se~- gontemporary Plays, p . 452 . 
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